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Document Summary Information
Abstract
This report describes the Living Labs testing and development iterations and specifies concrete
quantified measurements (indicators) related to the performance of the EuTravel solutions and
acceptance by end users. The basic types of travel users involved in the real life multimodal travel
scenarios monitored by the project’s living labs are adult travellers, travellers with reduced mobility,
and business stakeholders. The report describes how input collected during each cycle of testing
informed the next development phase, improving eventually the project solutions. The report also
consolidates implementation lessons learned and analyses the impact of introduced innovations on
the growth of the multimodal travelling domain.
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1 Executive Summary
The overall objective of WP3 has been to organize and develop a Living Lab to experiment and evaluate
EuTravel concepts and services in real life multimodal travel scenarios. The goal has been to obtain
data to quantify impact and improve the project solutions. Through a constant interplay between the
pilot and the technology developments, the living lab’s results and conclusions fed back into WP2,
following Plan – Do – Check – Act cycles. Figure 1-1 below presents the Living Labs implementation
approach and highlights the Living Lab key dependencies with other Tasks and Deliverables.

Figure 1-1: Living Labs feedback loops
The Living Labs were divided in three phases:
Phase I: testing of Journey Planning services based on the APIs and Travel data sources offered by
consortium partners;
Phase II: testing of Journey Planning, Booking, Pricing, Payment services based on the APIs and Travel
sources offered by consortium partners (Payment services have only been simulated);
Phase III: inviting external service providers (outside the consortium) to join the Living Lab and
integrating their APIs.
A comprehensive set of functional KPIs metrics and non-functional KPIs metrics has been measured,
including:
x
x

Functional KPIs and metrics aimed to assess travel solution planning, information provisioning as
well as the service quality.
Non-functional KPIs and metrics aimed to assess the EuTravel system from a technical perspective
(usability, interoperability, performance, data performance, scalability, user feedback and
security).

x

Google analytics KPIs and metrics aimed to monitor portal traffic.

Feedback has been collected from 30 EuTravel Forum members, 433 travellers and consortium
partners.
Last, the report includes refinements in the EuTravel solutions specification after the completion of
the three phases of the Living Labs, consolidates the lessons learned during the project
implementation and the Living Labs test cycles and includes the description of the functionality of the
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EuTravel planner as delivered at the end of the project (version of March 2018). Last, the report
analyses the impact of the approach and introduced innovations on the growth of the multimodal
travelling domain.

2 Objectives of Work-package and Task
The EuTravel Ecosystem is a collaborative ICT environment, allowing travel stakeholder organisations
to publish searchable travel related data and services, enabling the growth of an industry that provides
innovative multimodal travel options to consumers. Work package 2 prepared the technological
foundations for the creation of the Ecosystem, based on the concepts and principles introduced in
WP1: Optimodality Framework (Figure 2-1). Testing and validation of the front-end travel planner and
the back-end Optimodality platform has been carried out in WP3: EuTravel Living labs, with the
involvement of different user and stakeholder groups.
The process in developing the pilots has been agile, so that a constant interaction cycle of progress
has been delivering the results incrementally as services to the Living Lab test phases.

Figure 2-1: Workplan Rational
Task T3.3 Living Lab operation learning, refinements and reporting collates operational
measurements, learning outcomes and conclusions, leading into refinements in deployment and
integration. Improvements deriving from test results have been incorporated in each iteration of the
living lab, in order to set the foundation for a full scale early take up. This task follows the iterative
improvement and optimisation of all aspects of the system (front-end and back-end).
T3.3 builds on the work carried out in T3.2 and the scenarios and use cases developed in T3.1. The
following section is extracted from the projects Description of Actions (DoA) and demonstrates how
each sub task of T3.3 is address within this deliverable.
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Table 2-1: Deliverable’s adherence to EuTravel Work Plan
Main sub-task activities as described in
DoA
ST3.3.1 Evaluation by end-users (businesses
and travellers), in terms of usability,
performance etc. Provide and evaluate
use case of the utilisation of the
EuTravel technology from the B2B, B2C
or B2B2C perspective.
ST3.3.2 Automated system testing, with real or
input test data.
ST3.3.3 Security and stress testing.
ST3.3.4 Creating measurement and feedback
reports

Document Reference
Chapter 3, Section 3.6

Chapter 5
Chapter 4
Chapter 6

The document concludes with 8 Annexes:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

ANNEX 1: LIVING LABS PHASE I QUESTIONNAIRE
ANNEX 2: EVALUATION OF EUTRAVEL SOLUTIONS - COMPARING VERSION A WITH VERSION
B (BETA) - FEEDBACK THROUGH INTERVIEWS
ANNEX 3: LIVING LABS PHASE II - EUTRAVEL PLANNER EVALUATION GUIDELINES
ANNEX 4: LIVING LABS PHASE II - EUTRAVEL EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE
ANNEX 5: LIVING LABS PHASE II - TESTING RESULTS
ANNEX 6: GOOGLE ANALYTICS METRICS
ANNEX 7: NESSUS SCAN REPORT
ANNEX 8: EUTRAVEL PLANNER FUNCTIONALITY (MARCH 2018)
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3 Evaluation by end-users (business stakeholders and travellers)
3.1 Living Labs Phases
Following the internal testing of the EuTravel Ecosystem performed in August and September 2016
involving a number of project partners (deliverable D3.2) and revisions to the prototype leading to
version A of the travel planner (milestone MS4 in Figure 3-1) the following phases of the Living Labs
were planned:
• Phase I: testing of Journey Planning services based on the APIs and travel data sources offered
by consortium partners;
• Phase II: testing of Journey Planning, Booking, Pricing (shopping) services based on the APIs
and travel sources offered by consortium partners – testing of simulated payment/ticketing
services;
• Phase III: inviting external service providers to join the Living Lab and integrate their APIs to
the Optimodality Platform.

Figure 3-1: Living Labs Phases timing

3.2 Living Labs Phase I
3.2.1 Aim and setup
This phase of testing was carried out between October 2016 and January 2017, involving project
partners aiming to evaluate and improve the A version of the Planner and Back – end (Optimodality
Platform and API of APIs). The testing involved technical meetings, discussions and interviews with
project partners and an internal online survey (Annex 1). Phase I involved testing of the integrated
Journey Planning services based on the APIs and travel data sources offered by consortium partners.
The questions were designed to test the functionality of the planner, usability of the interface and the
accuracy of returned results. Regarding the EuTravel planner front-end, the survey focused on the
evaluation of mainly four categories, namely:
x the overall impression,
x the available information provided,
x the results returned to the user and,
x the interface design.
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The questionnaire can be found here and for reasons of completeness in Annex 1.
Table 3-1 presents in summary the use cases and itineraries tested. The first column includes the use
cases described in D3.1. The second column includes the Origin and Destination of the test itineraries.
It should be noted that apart from the cities named below, the suburbs included in the brackets have
been used during the tests, in order to reduce the number of returned results and demonstrate the
coverage of first and last mile of the journeys.
Table 3-1: Phase I- Test Use-Cases & Itineraries
Use Case Scenario
Origin - Destination
Business Travellers
Rome (Trastevere) – Barcelona (Sabadell)
A group of university students
Barcelona (Pedralbes) – London (Wimbledon)
Family of adults and two children
London (Farringdon) – Bruges
A pregnant mother with small child (e.g. in
Brussels (Molenbeek) – Oslo (Lysaker)
baby carriage) travelling alone
An infirm couple
London (Chelsea) – Bruges
A wheelchair user with a carer
Rome (Tridente) – Barcelona (Esquerra Sabadell)

3.2.2 Analysis of the results obtained through the questionnaire
In this section, we analyze the results obtained through the survey process for the EuTravel planner.
The survey was answered by 20 business stakeholders/experts from consortium partners. Despite the
small number of responses, testing at this early stage led to results and suggestions that contributed
to the improvement of the functionality and performance of the EuTravel solutions.
Starting from the first category (overall impression - Figure 3-3), 70% of the users agreed that it is
pleasant to go through the eutravelportal, which is a very high percentage judging from the early stage
of implementation. Additionally, 55% of the users stated that they would like to revisit the planner
and take advantage of its services regarding multimodal journey planning. Even if these two
percentages are considered high, major improvements through visual and functional enhancements
were suggested.
An important outcome of this survey has been the low percentage regarding the easiness that the
user navigates through the website. 25% of the users found it difficult to go through the planner.
Consequently, the percentage for recommending this planner to a close friend is very low, reaching
only 31.6%. This indicator constituted an early warning for the usability of the planner and led to an
overall redesign.
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Figure 3-2: Overall Impression evaluation results
The next category (Figure 3-4) was dedicated to the evaluation of the information that the EuTravel
planner provided to the users. The answers in these questions made it clear that a travel planner that
has been designed to support multimodal journey planning needs clear content and easily accessible
information. Only 40% of the users thought that the sections and menus were appropriately
categorized and only 20% found it easy to gather the information they were looking for. This again led
to the planner redesign, towards improving information organization and structure.
The way the available information is presented to the users is an important feature of the planner. An
interesting conclusion drawn from this survey was the fact that only 20% of the respondents found it
easy to discover all the features of the portal and that 75% of the respondents though that there were
many features missing. Based on the comments on this category of questions, the following features
were missing:
x No prices for the available routes
x No required or conditional fields regarding personal info and payment methods
x Streets appeared as "Nameless"
x When selecting destinations, users could not see the complete name of the destination
x The icons for each travel mode were not clear enough
x The planner part was not resizable
x The filter based on preferences e.g. cheapest, shortest etc. was not working
x The planner when using Mozilla Firefox was too slow
x Basic information was missing (i.e. the number of the flight).
These shortcomings have been addressed at the following cycles of implementation.
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Figure 3-3: Information provided evaluation results
For the next category, which is the results returned to the user (Figure 3-4), there were many answers
that could be characterized as neutral. As a travel planner in its early stage of implementation, it did
not persuade the user about the wide range of options that he had in order to book a journey since
most of them (55%) found the returned results rather confusing and the trip planning procedure
difficult to use (50%).
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Of course, some respondents highlighted that some of the transportation means were missing from
the planner due to the on-going data sources integration process and that there were errors to the
accuracy of returned results.

Figure 3-4: Returned solutions evaluation results
The last category was the interface design which aimed to evaluate the user friendliness of the portal
in terms of graphics, texts and fonts, visual style and portability (Figure 3-5). In all of these aspects the
EuTravel planner has scored high percentages, ranging from 60-90% except for the device visibility
where the users’ opinions conflicted. For this specific attribute, the users that agreed that the portal
is fully functional to all the listed devices are only 35% of the total number of users. Some minor
programming “bugs” might be the reason for this ambiguity, leading to complete diverse answers.
The responses in general assisted in getting feedback about the EuTravel planner. Even though
someone might argue that the testing users are biased, since they have been involved in the design
the portal in a conceptual level, an exhaustive critique was made by all the consortium partners in
order to identify any possible issues that might lead the user to leave the portal and disregard the
concept of multimodality. Additional effort has been given to user-friendliness aspects resulting in a
commonly accepted interface based on design standards. Non-informed users were planned to test
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the planner when at a higher maturity level (Phase II). In general, testing at this early stage intended
to highlight significant problems in the construction of itineraries, the way information is retrieved,
‘grouped’ and displayed and the high-level design. It was known that the planner had shortcomings,
and the APIs integration had not been completed to demonstrate satisfactory results completeness
and accuracy; the scope of the testing was mostly to collect feedback from users familiar with the
context of the project and the implementation challenges, in order to address the critical issues raised
and direct the next steps of the UI and basic functionality design. Involving non-informed users at this
stage would possibly lead to a list of nice to have features, rather than identifying the problems in the
design ‘logic’.
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Figure 3-5: Interface design pie charts
Additional feedback was gathered during the interviews and technical meetings of Living Labs - Phase
I, resulting in the overall redesign of the planner and infrastructural components (API of APIs,
optimisation engine) towards improving:
• The overall User Experience
• The Reliability & Accuracy of results
• Optimisation and solutions ranking/filtering based on user preferences.

3.3 EuTravel solutions redesign after Living Labs Phase I
Based on the feedback received during phase I of the Living Labs, consortium partners proceeded to
a number of enhancements towards developing version B of the travel planner and infrastructural
components (B version - beta) before entering Living Labs Phase II.
New testing took place involving the partners and EuTravel Forum members, to evaluate the redesign
of the planner and overall performance of the system and to compare it with the previous version (see
Annex 2) as well as commercial applications supporting door-to-door travel planning1. The insights of
the general comments gathered were key enablers for the next iterations of implementation.
The changes in the features of the B version (beta) of travel planner are described below.
1. The “Travel Solutions” idea available on the A version of travel planner (in which all alternative
solutions based on the transport modes, were also listed, on the same leg) shall no longer be
used since it was considered confusing to the user. This has changed to “Travel Options”. On
each “Travel Option” there is a unique complete way with different modes to travel from
point-A to point-B. Each “Travel Option” includes also directions on departure and arrival
location. This idea works better with the preferences of the user since a potential ordering of
pricing or other preferences would make it difficult for the user to view the results using the
initial version of the planner.
2. The circle with the number of the available solutions has been removed from the planner since
it was considered confusing and not understood by the users.
3. Additional filtering options for Price, Total Duration and Modes have been added for each Leg
to help the user make his choice.
Below, the design of the B version (beta) of travel planner is described via a scenario including a
journey from “Pedralbes, Barcelona, Spain” to “Wimbledon, London, United Kingdom”.
A certain user selects to travel alone from “Pedralbes, Barcelona, Spain” to “Wimbledon, London,
United Kingdom” on 01 November 2016 and return on 08 November 2016. By clicking on “Plan”
button, the portal redirects him to the Planner page. As shown below, the planner page is divided to
2 parts. On the left part, there is the planner with the travel options and on the right part there is the
interactive map.

1

For example, Rome-to-Rio, https://www.rome2rio.com/map/Adrianou-28-Athina-105-55-Greece/Rue-de-laLoi-75-1000-Bruxelles-Belgium
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Figure 3-6: EuTravel planner version B (beta)
The planner part is resizable, so the user can drag it and expand it as much as he wants. This way, the
planner might take all the horizontal size of the screen and the map will not be visible, as shown below.

Figure 3-7: Journey planning
Based on the above screen, the user trip has 2 legs since his trip is 2-way trip.
1. “Pedralbes, Barcelona, Spain” -> “Wimbledon, London, United Kingdom”
2. “Wimbledon, London, United Kingdom” -> “Pedralbes, Barcelona, Spain”
For the next step, the user can choose the preferred travel option for each leg from all the available
ones. Additional details about the selection of travel option from “Pedralbes, Barcelona, Spain” to
“Wimbledon, London, United Kingdom” can be found below.
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By clicking on “Travel Options (7)”
the box is expanded vertically and lists all the
available travel options, based on the user preferences. The user has to select a travel option from a
list of 7 available options.

Figure 3-8: Travel Options - Combinations

Each line is a different travel option and has information about:
x Price
x Travel modes and the appropriate Company logo
x Departure Date and Time
x Total travel duration
x CO2 emissions
Also, above the travel options, there
are filtering options for:
x Price
x Total travel duration
x CO2 emissions
x Travel modes
At the same section, there are
also sorting options for:
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x
x
x

Cheapest
Shortest and
Earliest travel options

Figure 3-9: Travel planner filters
On the welcome page, the user may select to see travel options for +-3 days, so another
section above the travel options is available (Figure 3-10). The primary selected departure date is
highlighted with yellow.

Figure 3-10: +-3 days selection
For each travel option, the user can see more information by clicking on it and the information
box i s expanded vertically.

Figure 3-11: Selected travel option details
The first and last mile travel segments are grouped on a blue box and the user can only view the
information if he expands the group as shown below.
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Figure 3-12: First mile segments
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3.4 EuTravel Planner Alternative Workflows
Before starting the Living Labs Phase II testing, the consortium came across another design challenge,
affecting the way solutions are grouped and presented to the user and influencing critically results
response time. Two alternative options were examined (February 2017) and the collective choice of
the consortium has been option A, which was implemented as it was considered more user-friendly
(in the favour of the traveller) and more innovative (had not been implemented before). The sections
below describe the alternative workflows and related discussion towards reaching the design decision.

3.4.1 EuTravel Planner Workflow – Approach A
This recommendation for the travel planner provides a list with “Travel Options”, where each option
will represent a unique and complete way to travel from “Point A” to “Point B”. The Travel planner
will NOT perform any initial grouping (on travel modes), neither the “Travel Options” will be listed
based on any initial grouping but rather ordered based on user preferences.

Figure 3-13: Approach A - travel options
After user input on arrival and destination location along with the preferred travelling dates, the user
will be automatically redirected to the trip planning page with all the available “Travel Options”, based
on the user profile.
After that, the planner page is loaded containing a list with all the available unique and complete
“Travel Options” (from “Pedralbes, Barcelona, Spain” to “Wimbledon, London, United Kingdom”)
including the price, departure time, total travel duration and specific operators for this option.
By expanding the preferred “Travel Option”, the user is provided with more detailed information
about that specific travel option and can proceed immediately with the booking:
x Directions on departure (Pedralbes, Barcelona)
x Flight from Barcelona Airport to Heathrow
x Train from Heathrow to Wimbledon
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x

Directions on arrival (Wimbledon, London)

The worst-case scenario for the performance of this approach is to attempt planning with no
preferences, meaning the system will query all possible itineraries, which will take a considerable
amount of time. As such, the more constraints provided by user preferences, the better this option
will perform. Essentially, with this approach, the API of APIs performs the calculations included in steps
1 and 2 below as a single step, as opposed to breaking it down in separate, user-led actions.

3.4.2 EuTravel Planner Workflow – Approach B
This workflow follows the User Interface practices, as implemented in multimodal travel planning sites
such as Rome2Rio and RouteRank. The latter use filtering and asynchronous querying techniques to
face the technical risks involved in the typical planning to booking workflow.
3.4.2.1 Step 1
User: Input an origin, a destination and preferences and hit the Plan button
API of APIs: Query to NCSR Demokritos for a quick response for (static) available solutions
customizable with user preferences.
Planner: Shows the lists of available solutions
This step uses the NCSRD Optimization engine to return multimodal itineraries based on limited schedule data. Its purpose is
to reduce the search space for the upcoming steps of the planning process. The result is a number of solutions (combinations
of transport modes that satisfy the itinerary) that include an estimated total price for the solution (based on past queries),
the number of legs and the respective mode of transport, as well as estimated carbon emissions.

Figure 3-14: Approach B - travel options
3.4.2.2 Step 2
User: Selects his preferred combination of available modes
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API of APIs: Performs Shopping requests to the GDS’s providing itineraries for all the legs of the
selected solution.
Planner: Expands on the selected Solution, to provide selectable unique travel options to the user,
complete with price, departure time, arrival time, duration etc.
We add this step to the workflow to reduce the search space for the upcoming shopping requests. From a technical point of
view, the cost of Shopping in terms of time and computational resources is the bottleneck of the system, and it is our priority
as system designers to reduce its impact to the minimum possible.

Figure 3-15: Interface design pie charts
3.4.2.3 Step 3
User: Selects his preferred travel option
API of APIs: Performs Pricing requests for all legs for price validation, and returns details about the
itinerary, including first and last mile segments information.
Planner: Moves to the Passenger Information screen, while showing the detailed information of the
selected travel option.
At this point, the user has selected an actual itinerary and can proceed to booking.

3.4.2.4 Step 4
User: Inputs information for all passengers
API of APIs: Performs booking requests to all GDSs with the provided passenger information and
returns the result.
Planner: Shows the results of the booking request.
This approach balances user experience with technical requirements. It makes efficient use of
computational resources in both the API of APIs side as well as the operators side which can lead to
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quicker responses and optimal Look To Book ratios in a real life business scenario by querying only
what is absolutely necessary.
Table 3-2: Comparison of Alternative Workflows
Approach A

Approach B
Advantages

x

x

x

Planer design is simple, easy to use and
straight forward. Critical information
like price and operator (logo) are shown
for each “Travel Option”. This
information helps user to choose the
preferred “Travel Option”.
The flow is easy, and by providing
individual “Travel Options” makes it
clear to the user what to choose. User is
not confused between multiple
solutions or travel modes within a
“Travel Option”.
The way “Travel Options” are provided,
can easily meet CoC multimodal needs.
This is because the ordering can be
simple without separation between the
available travel modes. i.e. first
preferred option is price ordering, then
departure time and so on.

x
x
x
x

Uses an established workflow, on par
with other proven multimodal websites.
Minimizes the loading time by
minimizing the individual shopping
queries.
Guarantees a viable and scalable
communication architecture.
Uses a filtering approach that makes
sense in most use cases, considering the
user has an innate preference for some
transport modes.

Disadvantages
x

x

Delays in returning results to the end
user, especially due to the time required
for GDS shopping services to return
details on flights. This cannot be
avoided in the test environments
provided by travel service providers in
the project. In a production
environment, the response time would
be expected to be reduced.
Multiple shopping requests will be
needed because of the GDSs current
service structure which might not be
optimized for multimodal options.
Again, this leads to delays in returning
the results.

x
x

It involves an extra step of user
interaction to filter solutions and
optimize the shopping process.
Sorting preferences are applied on
grouped travel options instead of all
unique results, which can lead to
inconsistencies. e.g. in an itinerary from
Amsterdam to Paris, the user could
select the cheapest flights, and the
system would return them, but there
could be even cheaper options with
intercity train, which would be lost.
However, this can be prevented by
showing estimated prices on a Solution
Level.

3.4.3 Selecting Approach A
From a user/consumer perspective, i.e. ease of use/transparency, workflow A is preferable. Workflow
B, whilst reducing the time taken to produce initial search results may well create some level of
confusion given the manner in which the consumer is required to drill down into the details of the
actual journey.
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1. From a commercial perspective, workflow A would appear to also address the issue of neutral
display, at least to the extent that the results are based upon the traveller’s profile. The matter
of what happens if the consumer’s profile is not completed has not been addressed however.
Workflow B appears to also cause issues in terms of the neutral display of the different ‘modal’
combinations.
2. Other issues of transparency and confusion may arise from the manner in which price ranges
are displayed within the results of Workflow B.
3. Workflow A does not exist on the market, as such it introduces an innovative alternative of
existing solutions and can be tested by end-users during Living Labs Phase II.
For these reasons, the consortium collectively agreed to follow Approach A. Implementation resulted
in version B of the travel planner which was tested in Phase II of the Living Labs (see Figure 3-1).
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3.5 Living Labs - Phase II
Phase II of the Living Labs has been important as it involved the evaluation of the EuTravel solutions
by EuTravel Forum members and un-informed travellers in terms of usability, performance etc. Phase
II aimed at testing Journey Planning, Booking, Pricing (shopping) services based on the APIs and travel
sources offered by consortium partners and EuTravel Forum members (e.g. OAG -See data
management plan in D4.4) and testing of the simulated payment and ticketing services.
Following this phase, additional improvements were made to deliver the final version of the planner
as can be viewed through the project website under Solutions.

3.5.1 Aim and Set-up
In order to collect feedback, a survey was created using Google Forms (Survey link), with a main goal
to have the solutions evaluated and validated by end-users (business stakeholders and travellers). The
questionnaire is appended in Annex 4 and was designed based on the questionnaire appended in D1.3
during Living Labs setup -with slight modifications-, in order to:
x support multiple platforms and browsers,
x have the ability to present questions in a logical manner,
x collect both quantified selection option answers and narrative type question answers
(suggestions).
The survey included the Consent Form in an electronic way and prompted users to confirm:
x They had read the information
x They voluntarily agreed to participate
x They were 18 years of age or older.
Before responding to the survey, users were asked to test the planner, helped by the EuTravel Planner
Evaluation Guidelines (Annex 3). Additional insights were gathered by interviews with EuTravel Forum
members and consortium partners (Annex 5).
The following table present in summary the actions of this period and target user groups approached
and the various channels used.
Table 3-3: Living Labs Phase II planning
Phase II

Dates

Targeted

Feedback

Partners (Interviews)

01.08.2017 - 31.08.2017

40

24

Demonstration and Interview of
EuTravel Forum Members

15.07.2017 - 14.08.2017

40

30

Travellers (Survey Respondents)

433

Business Contacts - Email
Campaign – Partners network

30.05.2017-14.08.2017

200

Through Linkedin - Direct
messages to Travel Groups

15.07.2017-14.08.2017

120

Other stakeholder interviews
(phone, f2f)

01.06.2017-14.08.2017

50
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Through travel agents

15.07.2017-14.08.2017

100

Facebook Travellers groups (Figure
3-16)

15.07.2017-14.08.2017

230

Through Accomable

15.07.2017 - 14.08.2017

30

Figure 3-16: Indicative Facebook travellers’ group (World Travel Club)

3.5.2 Presentation of Survey Results
The following sections present in a graphical way the results of the survey. Overall, the results
collected during this phase, were significantly different from Phase I. Some suggestions (like multiple
languages for the front-end) were incorporated in the design of the final solutions.
3.5.2.1 Travellers Profile
Most of the respondents belonged to the age group (35-44) and around 58% were male.
Table 3-4: Age of Survey Respondents
Age

Age of Respondents

%

18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

38
108
147
71
52
17
433

8.78
24.94
33.95
16.40
12.01
3.93
100.00
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Figure 3-17: Age of Survey Respondents

Figure 3-18: Gender of Survey Respondents
Most represented countries have been Greece, UK, Spain and Italy which seems reasonable as
consortium partners promoted the survey in their countries.
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Figure 3-19: Respondents per Country (of residence)
Figure 3-20 show the results per category (this information is related to the preferences in the user
profile of the planner). It should be noted that respondents could choose all the answers that applied
(more than one).

Categories (Respondents Profile, allowing multiple answers)
234

250

200
138

150
89

100

33

50

26

7
0
Pregnant

Travelling with Reduced Mobility
children

Wheel-bound

Travelling for
Business

Travelling for
Pleasure

Figure 3-20: Respondents Categories
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3.5.2.2 Travel Preferences
As presented in Figure 3-21, answering this question was not required, and 88% of respondents did
not identify a transportation mode they would like to exclude from their journey planning.

Figure 3-21: Means of transport
By analysing the results, it seems that wheelchair users seem to not prefer travelling by ship (all 12 of
13 respondents were PRM) (Table 3-5).
Table 3-5: Excluded modes of transport
Mode

Respondents

Percentage %

N/A
plane
ship
bus or coach
train
Car (added by users)

379
10
13
19
4
8
433

88%
2%
3%
4%
1%
2%
1.00

The results (Figure 3-22 to Figure 3-28) that follow complement the work carried out in D1.1 in terms
of collecting travellers feedback regarding their requirements and preferences. Reliability of
information is the most highly ranked criterion, followed by price. This can be justified as price is not
of highest priority to business travellers (138 out of 433 respondents as shown in Figure 3-20.)
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1: Not at all important

5: Very important
Figure 3-22: Flexibility

When planning a journey how important is reviewing multiple
alternative options to choose from?
70%
60%
51.96%
50%
40%

32.10%

30%
20%
10%

8.08%
3.93%

3.93%

0%
1

2

3

4

1: Not at all important

5

5: Very important
Figure 3-23: Multiple alternative options
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How important is reliability of travel information for you?
70%

61.20%
60%
50%
40%
30%

25.40%

20%
10%

8.08%
2.54%

2.77%

1

2

0%
3

4

1: Not at all important

5

5: Very important
Figure 3-24: Reliability of travel information

How important is the total price for you?
70%
60%

52.19%

50%
40%
30%
18.71%

20%
10%

9.47%

9.01%

10.62%

1

2

3

0%

1: Not at all important

4

5

5: Very important
Figure 3-25: Total price
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1: Not at all important

5: Very important
Figure 3-26: Environmental Performance

1: Not at all important

5: Very important
Figure 3-27: Accessibility
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1: Not at all important

5: Very important
Figure 3-28: Single ticket (single boarding pass)

3.5.2.3 Evaluation of experience with the EuTravel planner
This section summarises the results of the evaluation concerning the experience of respondents with
the travel planner. Above 87% registered so they could evaluate all the features of the planner
including booking and ticketing (Figure 3-29). More users tested the planner by using a laptop or
desktop PC (Figure 3-30). By analysing the results, it proved that most users that did not register
reviewed the planner on their mobile device.

Figure 3-29: Registered users providing feedback
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Figure 3-30: Respondnets devices
The other characteristics evaluated and the related results are shown in the following sections.
Completeness of information
The information was considered quite sufficient for the searching and journey planning stage of the
journey, while booking can be improved. This is related to additional features planned to be added
after the end of the project (e.g. modelling travel classes, ancillary services, travel insurance services
etc.). Some suggestions collected by users regarding the pieces of information they considered missing
are listed in paragraph 3.5.2.4 - Other comments and suggestions collected.

Figure 3-31: Sufficiency of information provided to the users during registration
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Figure 3-32: Sufficiency of information provided to the users during searching and planning

Figure 3-33: Sufficiency of information provided to the users during payment simulation
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Figure 3-34: Sufficiency of information provided to the users during booking

Figure 3-35: Sufficiency of information provided to the users to get their ticket

Information and Results returned
Users were overall pleased with the way information was presented and retrieved. The only issue that
may have caused confusion has been optimisation (Figure 3-39), possibly because ‘uninformed’ users
are not familiar with this term.
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Figure 3-36: Information discovery

Figure 3-37: Information presentation
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Figure 3-38: Informed decision and booking

Figure 3-39: Optimal results according to user preferences
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Figure 3-40: Information clarity
Overall impression – User experience
Users were overall pleased with the overall user experience. Results show that the user interface can
be further improved in the future (Figure 3-43) or be personalised to specific user groups e.g. PRM to
cater for specific needs and preferences. See also D4.2 – Focus Group on PRM.

Figure 3-41: Possibility to use the planner
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Figure 3-42: Possibility to recommend the planner

Figure 3-43: User friendliness
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3.5.2.4 Other comments and suggestions collected
Below we summarise the key recommendations and suggestions collected divided in two categories,
implemented and planned for the future, beyond the end of the project.
Implemented
x Delay to return results. The system is a bit slow
x Too many options make choice difficult
x Translation in more languages
x Delays a bit or Service down
x Fields on forms to include hints
x Add more feedback messages in case of errors.
Future Potential Enhancements
x Combination with hotel options
x Rating travel options and or operators
x Discounts for frequent travellers
x Info about luggage
x Some journeys are not supported
x More filters e.g. by air carrier
x More details regarding the seat in the plane, cabin in a ferry etc.

3.5.3 Lessons Learned from Living Labs Phase II
Different means of data collection were used during this phase of the Living Labs, including online
surveys, as well as face-to-face and phone interviews. Feedback was collected through different
channels (email campaigns, social media channels). The use of electronic questionnaires to collect
user feedback and the engagement of respondents through email campaigns and social media
channels, inevitably exclude a portion of travellers that do not use these means of communication.
The assumption made was that the EuTravel planner would be used by travellers using these means
and channels. On the other hand, a more representative and less ‘random’ sample of respondents
could be targeted by engaging user group associations and organised travellers’ groups, and
organising focus group workshops (like the one organised with Accomable on the insights of PRM).
This approach could potentially lead to more accurate sampling and feedback data collection, but
would require much more travelling in order to cover several EU member states and different user
groups.
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3.6 Living Labs - Phase III
Phase III of the testing aimed at inviting external service providers to join the Living Lab and integrate
their APIs to the Optimodality Platform.
During the Living Labs roll out, the reluctance of travel service providers to agree to 3rd party to 3rd
party data sharing, because of applicable business rules and procedures, fears on safeguarding the
confidentiality of such data, loss of excessive transaction control and regulations protecting data
privacy has been a hindering factor for the involvement of more operators. Contractual agreements
between the travel information service providers / operators is a lengthy process- even within the
scope of the project, getting access to testing environments took more than nine months. Additionally,
the EU General Data Protection Regulation creates reluctance to data sharing.
Eventually, the initial plan to involve 100 non-consortium members (Service Providers) in Living Labs
did not materialise. Instead extended testing of the travel planner was carried out with EuTravel
Forum member ForthCRS (integration of services), while discussions with Accomable investigated the
integration of accommodation content in the solution in the future.
Further, during Phase III, B2B, B2C or B2B2C2 use cases were explored (see also reference use cases
D3.1, Service Provider’s Perspective: TO – BE), to evaluate the impact of the EuTravel technology from
a commercial point of view. In this context, commercialisation is related to leveraging the EuTravel
assets for the development of multimodal solutions and new Value-Added Services (VAS) (see also
D4.3). The following table (Table 3-6) summarise the drivers/factors impacting commercialisation
from different end users’ perspectives in the following scenario (Figure 3-44).

Figure 3-44: Indicative business partnership
Company A operates the EuTravel multimodal travel planner portal, integrating air content from a
GDS (Company B) and rail and coach content from operators D1, D2 and D3. Operators D1, D2, and
D3 ‘sell’ their services both through EuTravel (A) and through their own websites and traditional
channels. The A-B partnership and business agreement allows GDS (B) to utilise the EuTravel plugin to
also serve his own B2B customers (C1 and C2) with multimodal content other than the air content he
offers. Thus, an agreement between A and C1, C2 exists for all content other than air content (Red
dashed line).

2

B2B2C is a collaboration process that creates mutually beneficial service and product delivery channels.
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Factors
impacting
commercia
lisation

Table 3-6: EuTravel Commercialisation Drivers/Impact
EuTravel Innovations Impact
A
B
C
EuTravel Portal
Operator (B2B2C)

GDS (B2B)

OTA
Travel Agent (B2C)

D
Transport
Operator
(B2C, B2B)

1. Cost of Operation
Payment,
finance and
administratio
n costs

Operation cost scales
horizontally as data
sources/APIs/business
agreements increase

Operations as usual. A
is another sales
channel for B.

As usual, costs such as
credit cards and other
processing costs are
paid by the OTA and
agents.

Customer
Acquisition

High due to seamless
multimodal services
provided through a
single portal to
travellers. Standard
customer acquisition
costs.

Increased customer
acquisition due to
upselling3 by utilising
third party content
through A. Standard
customer acquisition
costs.

Customer
Service

High quality of service
due to the seamless
booking user
experience. Low
operational costs due
to EuTravel
automations

Improved quality of
service due to upselling
through A. Standard
customer service costs.

Increased customer
acquisition due to
upselling, by leveraging
EuTravel and offering
customers a more
comprehensive blend
of multimodal travel
options. The
Agent/OTA can create
a journey containing
traditional GDS and
non GDS content.
Standard customer
acquisition costs.
Improved through
upselling through A.
The Travel Agent
differentiates their
service by offering
greater choice and
flexibility. Lower
customer service costs
due to minimising
booking time by
remaining within a
single workflow, using
a “one stop shop”.

As usual, costs will fall
on the operators if
they move traffic
directly to their
websites. These costs
fall to A for indirect
sales.
Increased customer
acquisition due to new
indirect sales channel
through A. Lower
customer acquisition
costs.

Improved for
customers buying
services through A.
Lower customer
service costs.

2. Cost of Systems Management
New services
setup

Customisation
Interoperabili
ty

Low set-up costs due
The GDS and OTA have invested massively in a
Low set-up costs
to the API of APIs
range of consumer-facing and back office
automated data
technology that enhances the consumer
mapping and the
experience. Estimated reduction of setup costs
modular architecture.
for new services compared to current practices.
Low customisation costs. The API of APIs supports the modelling of customised business workflows
and embedding business rules in multimodal workflows for all stakeholders/companies involved.
Facilitates long-term
Very effective in
N/A
Very effective in
interoperability of all
transforming data and
transforming data and
services/APIs.
streamlining system
streamlining system
interaction.
interaction.

3

Cross-selling generally refers to selling more than one type of content (selling an additional product to generate
additional commissions). Up-selling differs somewhat from cross-selling as it refers to selling a higher-end
version of a product or value-added service to the customer.
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Factors
impacting
commercia
lisation
Onboarding

A
EuTravel Portal
Operator (B2B2C)
Low cost due to semiautomated mapping of
Data Sources to the
CIM.

EuTravel Innovations Impact
B
C
GDS (B2B)
Reduced cost due to
semi-automated
mapping of Data
Sources to the CIM.

D
Transport
Operator
(B2C, B2B)

OTA
Travel Agent (B2C)
N/A

Low onboarding cost
due to semiautomated mapping of
Data Sources to the
CIM.

3. Quality of Service
Overall
accuracy of
data
(bookability /
price)
Operation of
new services

High quality of service due to the seamless booking user experience.
Performance is tightly coupled on third-party service availability (B, D1, D2, D3).
Bookability workflows can be designed to significantly reduce the number of sell failures and ensure
customer satisfaction.
Multiple options for
Provides the ability to
The travel agent is able Multiple options for
developing VAS.
sell previously
to create a bespoke
developing VAS with
unavailable services
travel package that
low set-up costs.
Improved personalised through A. Enables B2B best meets their
customers to
customer’s needs.
services and
incorporate non GDS
recommendation
content such as rail
The agent can plan,
systems
into their customer’s
book and record travel
Enables data analytics
bookings.
choices in a common
‘booking record’,
and KPIs monitoring on
a multimodal transport Multiple options for
leading to improved
market.
developing VAS with
visibility.
low set-up costs.
Offers significant
Multiple options for
business intelligence to
developing VAS with
the stakeholders/
low set-up costs.
partners.

4. Maintenance
Static Data
Maintenance

Could be a significant
cost. Requires a
process to make
operators/content
providers update the
timetables/content
regularly or real-time

N/A

N/A

Will need to comply to
regular or real-time
timetables updates

5. Performance
Response
times

Performance is tightly
coupled on third-party
service availability (B,
D1, D2, D3). Can
become a single point
of failure in case of
missing datasets.

Performance not
affected

Performance not
affected

Performance not
affected

Additionally, in order to monetise the value of a ‘commercial project’ that builds on the EuTravel
assets, we used a simplified cost-benefit analysis (CBA) model, which is commonly used for assessing
and evaluating policies, programmes and projects in the transport domain. This economic assessment
approach, led to the conclusion that EuTravel can be rather beneficial both for businesses and the
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society (see D 4.3) and projections for the indicative commercial potential has been calculated in
individual exploitation plans of the commercial partners (D4.2 - Annex III).
Last, based on the discussions during Phase III of the Living labs and in order to maximise the project
impact, a developers’ portal was designed to enable service providers integrate their services (section
7.4- EuTravel API of APIs Developer Portal), promoting:
x
x
x
x

The API of APIs as an additional, open, easy-to-access channel for supplying transport products
to GDSs.
A way to accelerate OTA market share by quick and easy access to an abundance of
multimodal itineraries.
Using the portal as an onboarding tool for start-ups in the transport domain, facilitating better
understanding customer needs, preferences and profiles.
The open source version of the API of APIs is available on Github, at
githubhttps://github.com/eutravel?tab=repositories.
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4 Security and Stress Testing
4.1 Results and impact of the security stress tests
In order to conduct the planned vulnerability testing, a new virtual machine (VM) was setup and all
software components were installed (a testing clone of all the prototypes). The activities taken place
are described in the following paragraphs. A detailed report generated by the tool used for the
automatic scanning of the target IP (Tenable Nessus) is appended in Annex 7.

4.1.1 Vulnerability Assessment and Penetration Test Activity report
The Vulnerability Assessment and Penetration Test are activities done manually and using dedicated
tools. For the purpose of EuTravel System it was used Nessus, an automated tool, which, by carrying
out a long series of controls on the application, allowed to know details regarding their configuration
and the presence of vulnerability.
After the automatic scanning phase, an analysis has been carried out by a security analyst to identify
possible false positives and recommending countermeasures. This activity identified architectural
vulnerabilities (operating system, web server, application server, database, etc.) and automatically
ranked in terms of criticality, the activity has provided a Nessus Scan Report attached to this
document: for each vulnerability are indicated, synopsis, solution, and risk factors.
The Penetration Test aimed to simulate a real intrusion on the system according to a defined attack
scenario. In this case have been identified typically application vulnerabilities. The Penetration Test
has provided a report containing a list of vulnerabilities and for each one countermeasures and
recommendations have been indicated. All recommendations involve easily applied configurations.

4.2 List of Vulnerabilities
4.2.1 V01 - Unencrypted authentication page
During the technical checks, an unencrypted HTTP connection for sending the login credentials has
been detected.
4.2.1.1 Vulnerability description
The presence of this vulnerability allows anyone who can intercept the victim's HTTP traffic to perform
a Man In The Middle attack, thereby intercepting and potentially modifying communication between
the user and the web application.
During the test, it was found that EuTravel web application is exposed on the 8080 port over http and
therefore via a clear channel as evidenced by the following image that relate to HTTP POST for login
on the application.
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Figure 4-1: Exposed HTTP non-encrypted application

4.2.2 Countermeasures and recommendations
It is recommended to configure the server so that the application is exposed only through an
encrypted protocol (HTTPS).
It is also recommended to configure the web server in order to set the Secure flag for the critical
cookies. In this way, all cookies with that flag will be exchanged only on the encrypted channel.

4.3 V02 - Missing input validation
During the technical checks, it has been detected that a user-supplied input caused an SLQ Exception.

4.3.1 Vulnerability description
The failure to validate a user-supplied input could potentially led to really high impacts like SQL
injection attack that could allows an attacker to interact directly with the database server used by the
application. During the tests, a proxy has been used in order to manually change one of the sent
parameters (namely InputEmail). From the response received, it has been possible to verify that the
modified parameter , once sent to the application, caused an exception.

Figure 4-2: Missing input validation
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A dedicated tool and manual tests have been used without success to verify the presence of SLQ
injection.

4.3.2 Countermeasures and recommendations
It is recommended to verify that any parameter provided by the user is consistent with what is
expected. It is also recommended to prefer parameterized queries or stored procedures instead of
using dynamic queries, this way, any input from the user is not "processed" from the database.
Another possible counterattack is to escape the input provided by the user through standard libraries.

4.4 V03 - Unauthenticated web services
During the technical checks, a page with the description of various web services has been detected.

4.4.1 Vulnerability description
When requesting a route, one of the pages invoked by the application was also accessible via the
browser:
http://52.178.100.20:8080/eutravelportal/EuTravel_WebService.asmx
This page contains a list of all the SOAP web services offered by the application back end, clicking on
each one will get information about the syntax of the requests and the parameters that you can modify
and the syntax of the answers that will be received.
This information is also available at:
http://52.178.100.20:8080/eutravelportal/EuTravel_WebService.asmx?WSDL
For example, using the service "DoesUserExist", and including an existing users, you get the answer
shown in the following figure

Figure 4-3: Existing User
By entering a non-existent user, you get an error message

Figure 4-4: Non-existing User
Since the service does not require authentication, a malicious user might use it for an unexpected
purpose, first to enumerate the users who have a valid account on the system and then to try to make
a Brute-force attack on the passwords.
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4.4.2 Countermeasures and Recommendations
Services exposed via web on a public interface should be used only after authentication, especially if
these services can allow access to resources that are not public

4.5 V04 - Information Leak
During the tests, issues that disclose information about technologies, services, and software versions
have been identified.

4.5.1 Vulnerability description
Several resources have been identified that reveal details on the state of the systems or technologies,
providing crucial information about them. Although this is a low critical level issue, this reporting is
considered to be significant in view of proper asset management and full data protection.
The following screenshot show an HTTP 500 application error where the source error and the stack
trace are shown to the user.

Figure 4-5: Information Leak - HTTP 500 Application Error
The following screenshot show an SQLException error where, among others, information about the
structure of the database and the file system that hosts the application is displayed.
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Figure 4-6: Information Leak – SQLException

Figure 4-7: Information Leak – Web services

4.5.2 Countermeasures and Recommendations
It is recommended to configure the server in order to display a custom error message avoiding the
spread of confidential information.

4.6 V05 - Default pages
During the activity, a test page for the web server installation was detected.

4.6.1 Vulnerability description
The presence of test resources can be a critical since they can be exploited by potential attackers to
gain access to the various systems in the same network as well as provide information on the
technologies used.
In general, the exposure of unnecessary resources can increase the attack surface to the systems.
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Figure 4-8: Web server default page

4.6.2 Countermeasures and Recommendations
It is recommended to remove any unneeded resource and to check all default configurations before
system release.

4.7 V06 - Inadequate security configurations
During the technical checks a Security Misconfiguration has been detected.

4.7.1 Vulnerability description
The identified problem is the missing x-frame option:
the absence of the X-Frame-Options option from the HTTP HEADER was detected. This feature is used
to prevent clickjacking attacks, used to induce a user to do unintended actions, for example by
overlaying iframes containing malicious code to the original site.
By causing the victim to interact with the application (via mouse clicks or keyboard events), you can
alter the application's capabilities forcing the user to unconsciously perform unwanted actions by the
vulnerable application.

Figure 4-9: Absence of the X-Frame-Options and HTTPOnly flags from the Response HTTP HEADER

4.7.2 Countermeasures and recommendations
It is recommended to configure the server to set the X-Frame-Options option with "SAMEORIGIN"
value in the HTTP HEADER.
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5 Automated System Testing Based on Real Data
During the Living labs test, apart from the surveys involving human responses, the KPIs dashboard
collected automatically feedback – the dashboard can be accessed through the EuTravel planner
(Figure 5-1) (for registered only users).

Figure 5-1: KPIs Dashboard
The measurements for each KPI are presented in the next chapter. Along with KPIs that are visualized
under Dashboard, there are also the KPIs tracked by Google Analytics (Figure 5-2: Dashboard – Google
Analytics KPIs) below. The reports are appended in Annex 6.

Figure 5-2: Dashboard – Google Analytics KPIs
Last, a number of customisable dashboards were designed in the Developers portal to capture metrics
regarding the back-end performance (Figure 5-3 to Figure 5-5).
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Figure 5-3: Developer’s Portal Dashboard

Figure 5-4: Developer’s Portal Analytics

Figure 5-5: Developer’s Portal – metrics for Value-Added Services (Travel Diary)
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6 Measurement and Feedback Reports
A comprehensive set of functional KPIs metrics and non-functional KPIs metrics has been defined to
assess the EuTravel solution. It includes:
x

8 functional KPIs and metrics aimed to assess travel solution planning, information provisioning
(«recommender»), the look-to-book ratio as well as the service quality.
They relate to functionalities that adoption of EuTravel system should improve.

x

28 non-functional KPIs and metrics aimed to assess the EuTravel system from a technical
perspective.
They relate to the following parameters: usability, interoperability, performance, data
performance, scalability, user feedback and security.

x

6 Google analytics KPIs and metrics aimed to monitor report website traffic, focusing on how
customers’ behaviours and preferences when dealing with the EuTravel system (e.g. keywords
used to perform research, search content, path / activities flow).

The KPIs and metrics have been defined based on the assumption that they enable the collection of
realistic data to evaluate and quantify:
x
x

the impact of the EuTravel solution, in terms of better modal integration and resource utilisation,
improved consumer choice, seamless information flow to travel users;
the EuTravel innovation through the test of non-functional parameters of the system, such as
performance, scalability, responsiveness, usability.

The KPIs were monitored through different ways:
x
x

For 4 of total of 42 KPIs, the evaluation is associated with the survey questions 4 and 5 of the Living
Labs – Phase II;
For the other KPIs, the evaluation was carried out by the EuTravel system as described in the
previous chapter. The dashboard measurements on M30 are shown below.

Figure 6-1: KPI1
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Figure 6-2: KPI3

Figure 6-3: KPI5

Figure 6-4: KPI7
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Figure 6-5: KPI9

Figure 6-6: KPI10

Figure 6-7: KPI18
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Figure 6-8: KPI19

Figure 6-9: KPI20
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Figure 6-10: KPI21

Figure 6-11: KPI22
The consolidated measurements for all KPIs (metrics) are presented in Table 6-1. The Living Labs
testing was based on the phases described in the D3.1. KPIs (metrics) have been measured with
different means (KPI dashboard, Google Analytics, Surveys), and security tests have been carried out.
Since all KPI values can be considered as zero at M1 (no previous multimodal solutions were in place),
in order to provide a baseline and measure improvements, the metrics’ values are given at M17
(before Living Labs Phase I, when applicable) and M30 (end of the project) and presented in the table
below.
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Table 6-1: KPIs (Metrics) Values
TYPE OF
MEASUREMENT

KPIs (Metrics)

Google
Analytics

KPI 37: Unique
Visitors by Page
KPI
38:
Customer
Behavior
KPI 39: Site
Search Reports
KPI 40: Landing
Pages Report
KPI 41: Page
Timings
KPI 42: Users
Flow
KPI 9: Number
of steps to
obtain
authentication/
identification

Front-End

“Super API”

KPI 10:
Number of
steps to
complete
payment
session

VALUE (M17)

VALUE (M30)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

See reports in Annex 6.
This set of metrics
cannot be used as KPIs
for a non-operational
system (since the system
is visited in specific
periods). The portal has
demonstrated an
increased number of
visitors over time.

Authentication: Authentication:
1700 ms
800 ms
Login:

Login:

460 ms

350 ms

Not
implemented
yet

System performance
improved after LLs
feedback loops and
system improvements.

1-3 ms per
process

KPI 12:
Completeness
of information
to complete
payment

0

4 (in scale 1-5 max value 5)

KPI 23:
Feedback
penetration

-

-

KPI 24:
Feedback score

-

-

KPI 1: Solution
Coverage

6.456

25.504

KPI 3: Booked
solutions /
offered
solutions

Comments

-

-

Depends on delays of
test operators’ APIs.

This can be measured
only through surveys.
Value estimated based
on LLs Phase II survey
question 3 – on payment
This set of metrics
cannot be used as KPIs
for a non-operational
system (since the system
is visited in specific
periods).
Functional - See KPIs
dashboard
This metric is
appropriate for a Travel
Agent who is charged
based on Look-to-Book
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TYPE OF
MEASUREMENT

KPIs (Metrics)

VALUE (M17)

VALUE (M30)

Comments
ratio. Cannot be used as
a KPI during testing

KPI 4: Solution
payment
options

KPI 5: Number
of service
interruptions

-

High

-

Medium

This metric is zero as
Payment has been
simulated. It will make
sense in operational
systems with multiple
integrated payment
services.
KPI Dashboard. Does not
provide reliable
quantitative results as it
depends on the test APIs
integrated. A qualitative
evaluation is provided
instead.
Functional – KPIs
Dashboard. Number of
service interruptions
increased as more
services have been
added.

KPI 6: Average
service
interruption
duration

156

222

KPI 7: Service
throughput

43.92% out of
1061
successful
responses

66.92% out of
7267
successful
responses

Functional – KPIs
Dashboard

KPI 8:
Percentage of
monitored
endpoints

2-4

7-8

Functional – KPIs
Dashboard

KPI 15:
Formats
converted to
CIM (e.g. CSV,
GTFS,
proprietary
formats)

5

20

Number of different data
formats / data sets

41 sec

41 sec is the time
required by the EuTravel
system to elaborate and
return travel solutions
according to user
request and parameters

KPI 16: Travel
Solution
building and
returning
response time

69 sec
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TYPE OF
MEASUREMENT

Human

Vulnerability
Dashboard

KPIs (Metrics)

VALUE (M17)

VALUE (M30)

Comments

KPI 17: Booking
response time

Not integrated
by M17

588 ms

KPI 18:
Ticketing
response time

Not integrated
by M17

Mean: 5.25
min

KPI 19:
Payment
response time

Not
implemented
by M17

6.107143 min

Calculated mean based
on Reference Figure

KPI 20: Average
Afterwork Time

-

-

See values range in KPIs
dashboard

KPI 21: Dataset
Update rate

-

20.337.343

KPI 22: Dataset
Update
Efficiency

-

-

Average Response Time
For Booking Requests
Mean calculated by
values on KPIs dashboard

KPIs dashboard.
Less datasets in M17.
See values range in KPIs
Dashboard

KPI 2: Solution
Completeness
and Accuracy

4 (in scale 1-5 max value 5)

Value estimated based
on LLs Phase II survey
question 3

KPI 11:
Completeness
of information
to make
informed
selection
(customer
perspective)

3 (in scale 1-5 max value 5)

Value estimated based
on LLs Phase II survey
question 3

KPI 13:
Completeness
of information
to understand
and use
booked
solution

4 (in scale 1-5 max value 5)

KPI 14: Clarity
of information

4 (in scale 1-5 max value 5)

Value estimated based
on LLs Phase II survey
question 3 – on payment

6

See Chapter 4 & Annex 7

KPI 25:
Progressive
number of
Vulnerability

-

Value estimated based
on LLs Phase II survey
question 3
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TYPE OF
MEASUREMENT

KPIs (Metrics)

VALUE (M17)

VALUE (M30)

Comments

KPI 26: VA
Vulnerabilities
classified as
high level
(VAH)

-

-

See Chapter 4 & Annex 7

KPI 27: VA
Vulnerabilities
classified as
medium level
(VAM)

-

3

See Chapter 4 & Annex 7

KPI 28: VA
Vulnerabilities
classified as
low level (VAL)

-

2

See Chapter 4 & Annex 7

KPI 29:
Progressive
number of
Penetration
Test (PTnum)

-

-

See Chapter 4 & Annex 7

KPI 30: PT
Vulnerabilities
classified as
high level (PTH)

-

-

See Chapter 4 & Annex 7

KPI 31: PT
Vulnerabilities
classified as
medium level
(PTM)

-

-

See Chapter 4 & Annex 7

KPI 32: PT
Vulnerabilities
classified as
low level (PTL)

-

1

See Chapter 4 & Annex 7

KPI 33: Security
requirements
provided
(SEQREQ)

-

-

See Chapter 4 & Annex 7

KPI 34: High
critical issues
of previous

-

-

See Chapter 4 & Annex 7

Assessment
(VAnum)
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TYPE OF
MEASUREMENT

KPIs (Metrics)

VALUE (M17)

VALUE (M30)

Comments

KPI 35:
Medium critical
issues of
previous VA/PT
(VAM/PTM%)

-

6

See Chapter 4 & Annex 7

KPI 36: Low
critical issues
of previous
VA/PT
(VAL/PTL%)

-

3

See Chapter 4 & Annex 7

VA/PT
(VAH/PTH%)

These KPIs values (M30) can be used as a baseline for the further evolution of the solutions. It should
be noted that the actual KPIs as detailed in D3.1 do not map exactly on the project impact KPIs (better
modal integration and resource utilisation, improved consumer choice, seamless information flow to
travel users including advice on their rights) and therefore an explanation is provided where
appropriate in chapter 8.
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7 Refinements in Specification
7.1 Final Specification
The EuTravel Prototypes implementation has been an iterative task. Below, an updated table of
requirements included in D1.1. (specification version 1.0) that can be useful as a guide for the
development of future journey planners utilising the API of APIs. The revised version of specification
summarise which challenges remain to be addressed as discussed in D 4.2. The revised version
incorporates feedback collected during the Living Labs testing by partners, users and business
stakeholders. A description of the

7.2 EuTravel Planner Specification (version 2.0)
7.2.1 Door-to-Door Journey Planning
Table 7-1: Door-to-Door Planning
a/a

Functional Requirements

1.1

User inputs profile (User Registration details)

1.2

User inputs A (origin), B (destination) and
travel dates. A, B: Addresses
User inputs User Profile Preferences

1.3

Remaining
Challenges – Barriers4
B/P: GDPR regulation - Ensuring data
confidentiality/ privacy.

B: Addressing effectively PRM preferences
(D4.2)
P/T: Accurate data required for
environmental impact (D4.2)

1.4
1.5

1.6
1.7

User requests search results.
System displays alternative optimized
itineraries and details (route details, prices,
critical connections - change of transport
mode, change of vehicle, etc.).

User selects preferred itinerary.
System displays information on Terms and
Conditions and Passengers Rights.

T: Availability of services (APIs) and accuracy
of static data (D4.2)
I: Physical integration of transport modes;
inadequate major interchanges for
intermodal transits.
P: Passenger rights for multimodal journeys
unregulated.
P: Different rules for non-EU member states.
(D4.2)

1.8
1.9

1.10

4

System displays travel recommendations and
additional services.
User adds additional recommended services
to cart.

P: The PTD directive set restrictions when
different services are sold as a package some issues are unregulated. (D1.2, D4.2)

System displays total price.

B: Business, P: Policy, T: Technology, I: Infrastructure
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7.2.2 Booking
Table 7-2: Booking
a/a
2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5
2.6

Functional Requirements
User requests booking of selected itinerary.
The traveller is able to book multiple legs of
a journey on multiple providers in one
interaction.
System splits booking request and routes
requests to several product owners’ booking
engines including GDSs (for each leg of the
journey and each service).
System displays information about
availability and total cost for each leg and
the journey in total, along with the
transitions required. Result is either a
completely booked journey, or a nonsuccessfully booked journey notification.
In the case of a confirmed booking the
system displays additional preferences
related to seats, cabins, flexibility etc. (Order
View)
In the case of a non-successfully booked
journey alternatives are presented.
User confirms the booking and inserts
payment details. Orders for all booked
products and services. The terms between
all involved stakeholders in a given travel
ecosystem to be modelled in the
Optimodality Platform.

Challenges – Barriers
I: No booking system for non-bookable legs;

T: Additional modelling required

B/P: Clear rules for responsibility for each leg
of their journey and service operator (D4.2).

7.2.3 Ticketing
Table 7-3: Ticketing
a/a
3.1

3.2

3.3

Functional Requirements
Product Owners/ Ticket vendors send
confirmation for ticket / purchase receipt to
be issued.
Upon confirmation for all products and
services included in the order, system
produces single ticket/ purchase receipt.
User receives electronic ticket. The single
ticket (boarding pass) covers the whole
traveller’s journey which consists of
multiple legs, involves multiple carriers/
operators and product owners. The traveller
has a unique Ticket reference for his/her
entitlement to travel with multiple
providers.

Challenges – Barriers

B: Clear responsibilities for all providers of
products/services even if grouped under a
single reference, including after sales support.
B: Ticket is a contract to be fulfilled. All
aspects of this contract must be described in
detail (Single ticket in D4.2).
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7.2.4 Payment
Table 7-4: Payment
a/a
4.1
4.2
4.3

Functional Requirements
The user is offered alternative payment
options.
The user pays for the multi-leg ticket and
bundle of services in a single transaction.
Product owners manage a variety of
payments. Billing processes to be modelled in
the Optimodality Platform.

Challenges – Barriers

7.2.5 Alerting
Table 7-5: Alerting
a/a
5.1

5.2

5.2

Functional Requirements
User has real time access to journey
information. Disruptions to be modelled in
the Optimodality Platform.
Transport Service Provider informs about all
pertinent cancellations, delays, disruptions
etc. (inputs details to system).
User is notified about disruptions affecting
their departure time, arrival time and/or
connection. Users should be able to make an
informed decision whether to continue their
journey or postpone to another date or
choose a refund etc. Commercial agreements
between stakeholders cooperating in the
journey to be modelled in the Optimodality
Platform.

Challenges – Barriers
T: Availability of Services

B/P: Any kind of disruption to the normal
completion of one leg of the journey may
impact the operation of another. Delays,
cancelations in multimodal journeys
unregulated (D4.3).
B: Operators/Carriers and / or infrastructure
managers have to provide the status in case of
disruptions which have impact on the routing
and hence the planning of an itinerary (e.g. by
using the schedules and itinerary
management module).

7.2.6 Replanning- Rerouting
Table 7-6: Replanning
a/a
6.1

Functional Requirements
User re-books/re-routes one of the legs of the
journey (e.g. in case there is a delay to a
journey leg), which may affect their arrival time
or connection. Commercial agreements
between stakeholders cooperating in the
journey to be modelled in the Optimodality
Platform.

Challenges – Barriers
P: Same policy barriers as mentioned above
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7.3 API of APIs Specification
The API of APIs specification chapter aims to be a technically influenced section, with the primary
purpose of annotating the developed web services as part of the API of APIs. Being a REST Web Service,
the API of APIs adheres to the OpenAPI Specification formerly known as Swagger.io5. To quote their
website as seen in October 2017:

The OpenAPI specification (formerly known as the Swagger Specification) is a
powerful definition format to describe RESTful APIs. The specification creates a
RESTful interface for easily developing and consuming an API by effectively mapping
all the resources and operations associated with it. It’s easy-to-learn, language
agnostic, and both human and machine readable.
Essentially, it’s an open format accompanied by a toolset that allows all modern systems to be able to
effortlessly integrate with the API of APIs. The toolset includes applications that generate the
necessary code to integrate with a given description of an API, abiding by the OpenAPI ruleset. This
fact adds significant added value in terms of onboarding time to the outcomes of the project, and
therefore assists in the effort towards open data in the pan-European transport ecosystem.
During the first months of the second year of the project, the API of APIs was in active development
along with the Common Information Model, so the priority lied in integrating with external data
sources and web services from partners of the consortium. Towards the end of the second year, the
bottom layers of the architecture were in a stable state, shifting focus towards the upper ones,
including orchestration and the further integration with consuming applications. Being the translation
medium between more than twenty systems was a significant challenge, mainly from a maintenance
perspective, due to having to adapt to changes from all dependencies in order to maintain the
functionality in full.
That said, the OpenAPI-compatible service definition file of the API of APIs is located below followed
by a brief commentary on its content. Large portions of the file have been skipped, to maintain
readability in the document. The JSON file that contains the full specification can be found at:
https://eutravel-api.clmsuk.com/swagger
The initial services built for the first iteration of the Optimodality Platform workflow:
x /api/EuTravelService/GetLegsDetails
Retrieve all available information regarding a leg, including a count of all solutions found. The
information is based on results from the Optimization service built by NCSR Demokritos.
x /api/EuTravelService/GetSolutionsForLeg
Retrieve basic details for each solution such as origin, destination, estimated cost, estimated duration,
carbon emissions etc.
x /api/EuTravelService/GetSolutionDetails
Perform shopping on all integrated datasources and return results for a given solution.
x /api/EuTravelService/BookingConfirmation

5

https://swagger.io/specification/
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Perform pricing and attempt to book the itinerary. Should all individual bookings succeed, a
confirmation code is returned. Otherwise, the system returns information on any errors that might
have occurred.
x /api/EuTravelService/RoutesCount
A web service to return the total number of routes integrated in the system
x /api/EuTravelService/KPIs
A service to return the latest values of all available KPIs
x /api/EuTravelService/KPI
A service to return the latest value of a given KPI
x /api/EuTravelService/firstlastmile
Integrated firstlastmile service developed by NCSR Demokritos supporting origin-destination
coordinates.
x /api/EuTravelService/simple firstlastmile
Integrated firstlastmile service developed by NCSR Demokritos with fewer details
x /api/EuTravelService/NearbyStations
Given a position, return the closest transport stations (airports, ports, train stations) available in the
system.
x /api/EuTravelService/GetTravelOptions
Updated version of the shopping service to return valid prices in the returned results. Shopping is
performed on all solutions at once, but results are significantly slower to retrieve.
The services for the latest version of the Travel Planner application:
x /api/EBOSWorkflow/Planning
Contacts the NCSR Demokritos optimizer service for a number of potential solutions and proceeds to
perform shopping on all of them, it then serves the response as a collection of solutions or travel
options.
x /api/EBOSWorkflow/Pricing
Given a solution, perform a validation request for actual availability in preparation for the booking.
x /api/EBOSWorkflow/Booking
Perform the booking in all involved booking engines. If all succeed, the EuTravel confirmation code is
returned which relates to all the individual booking references from the various data providers.
Bookings are performed sequentially ordered by their time of departure. In case of any bookings
failing, all performed bookings are cancelled and the error is shown to the user.
The services for the Travel Diary Value Added Service application:
x /api/EuTravelDiary/search
Performs a search on publicly accessible items in the collection. This includes trips, POIs, photos and
notes.
x /api/EuTravelDiary/nearby
Given a coordinate location, find nearby POIs.
x /api/EuTravelDiary/poi
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Add, create, update or delete a POI
x /api/EuTravelDiary/likeTrip
Perform the “Like” action on a Trip object.
x /api/EuTravelDiary/TripLikes
Get the total number of “Likes” of a Trip object.
x /api/EuTravelDiary/likePoi
Perform the “Like” action on a POI object.
x /api/EuTravelDiary/POIlikes
Get the total number of “Likes” of a Trip object.
x /api/EuTravelDiary/likePhoto
Perform the “Like” action on a Photograph object.
x /api/EuTravelDiary/PhotoLikes
Get the total number of “Likes” of a Photograph object.
x /api/EuTravelDiary/UserBookings
Retrieve the bookings for a given user.
x /api/EuTravelDiary/TripPois
Retrieve all POIs saved for a given trip.
x /api/EuTravelDiary/legDetails
Retrieve details for each leg of the booking.
x /api/EuTravelDiary/POINote
Associate a Note no a POI.
x /api/EuTravelDiary/PublicPois
Retrieve all publicly available POIs.
x /api/EuTravelDiary/PublicNotes
Retrieve all publicly available Notes.
x /api/EuTravelDiary/PublicPhotos
Retrieve all publicly available Photographs.
x /api/EuTravelDiary/POIPhotograph
Associate a photograph with a POI.
x /api/EuTravelDiary/TripNote
Associate a note with a Trip.
x /api/EuTravelDiary/Person
Retrieve details for a person included in a trip.
x /api/EuTravelDiary/TripNotes
Retrieve all Notes added to a Trip.
x /api/EuTravelDiary/tripDetails
Retrieve details for a given Trip.
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x

/api/EuTravelDiary/TripPoi

Associate a POI to a trip.
x /api/EuTravelDiary/Photo
Add, create, update or delete a Photograph.
x /api/EuTravelDiary/TripPhoto
Associate a Photograph to a Trip.
x /api/EuTravelDiary/LoginUser
Perform the login action for a given user.
x /api/EuTravelDiary/Register
Register a new user to the system.
The services for the Business Analytics application are the following:
x /api/BusinessAnalytics/AirSegmentsInSolution
x /api/BusinessAnalytics/MarineSegmentsInSolution
x /api/BusinessAnalytics/RailSegmentsInSolution
The first 3 services count the number of segments that involve flights, trains, or ferries in the served
solutions in order to identify any bias towards individual modes and enable statistics such as averages,
peaks for given time periods.
x /api/BusinessAnalytics/ShoppingRequestsInPast
This service displays the number of shopping services completed so far, with additional KPIs such as
rate of success, average requests per session, highest requested datasource etc.
x /api/BusinessAnalytics/MultiModalSolutionsSelected
This service displays the number of multimodal solutions selected compared to all the shopping
requests made to the API of APIs. The purpose is to measure the strength of the multimodal option
compared to traditional single-mode direct or connected itineraries.
The following is an example from the actual definition file that includes much more information for
every service, including the HTTP Verb, its tags for identification by the API Registry, the data structure
it consumes and produces as well as the various response statuses along with the returned data
structures.
…
"/api/EBOSWorkflow/Planning": {
"post": {
"tags": [
"EBOSWorkflow"
],
"summary": "",
"operationId": "EBOSWorkflow_Planning",
"consumes": [
"application/json",
"text/json",
"application/xml",
"text/xml",
"application/x-www-form-urlencoded"
],
"produces": [
"application/json",
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"text/json",
"application/xml",
"text/xml"
],
"parameters": [
{
"name": "requestWrapper",
"in": "body",
"required": true,
"schema": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/EuTravel_2.Services.EBOSWorkflow.DataContracts.RequestWrapperDTO"
}
}
],
"responses": {
"200": {
"description": "OK",
"schema": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/EuTravel_2.Services.EBOSWorkflow.DataContracts.PlanningResponseDTO"
}
}
},
"deprecated": false
}
}
…

The referenced data structures are also included in the definition file. The following extract from the file
describes the RequestWrapperDTO class and its related children classes.
…
"EuTravel_2.Services.EBOSWorkflow.DataContracts.RequestWrapperDTO": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"NumberOfAdults": {
"format": "int32",
"type": "integer"
},
"NumberOfChildren": {
"format": "int32",
"type": "integer"
},
"NumberOfInfants": {
"format": "int32",
"type": "integer"
},
"LocationPairs": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/EuTravel_2.Services.EBOSWorkflow.DataContracts.LocationPairDTO"
}
},
"UserPreferences": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/EuTravel_2.Services.EBOSWorkflow.DataContracts.UserPreferencesDTO"
},
"Include firstlastmile ": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"Age": {
"format": "int32",
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"type": "integer"
}
}
},
"EuTravel_2.Services.EBOSWorkflow.DataContracts.LocationPairDTO": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"DepartureDate": {
"type": "string"
},
"ArrivalDate": {
"type": "string"
},
"OriginLocation": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/EuTravel_2.Services.EBOSWorkflow.DataContracts.LocationInputDTO"
},
"DestinationLocation": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/EuTravel_2.Services.EBOSWorkflow.DataContracts.LocationInputDTO"
}
}
},
"EuTravel_2.Services.EBOSWorkflow.DataContracts.UserPreferencesDTO": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"TravelDuration": {
"format": "int32",
"type": "integer"
},
"Distance": {
"format": "int32",
"type": "integer"
},
"PriceOrdering": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"SpecialAssistance": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"CarbonEmission": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"MaximumReturnedSolutions": {
"format": "int32",
"type": "integer"
},
"LeastTransportModeChanges": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"PreferredMeansOfTransport": {
"type": "string"
}
}
},
"EuTravel_2.Services.EBOSWorkflow.DataContracts.LocationInputDTO": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"Lat": {
"format": "double",
"type": "number"
},
"Long": {
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"format": "double",
"type": "number"
},
"IATACode": {
"type": "string"
},
"Name": {
"type": "string"
}
}
}
…
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7.4 EuTravel API of APIs Developer Portal
The API of APIs Developers portal was designed to enable service providers integrate their services in
the API of APIs. The figures below present an overview of the environment which is one of the
commercially exploitable outcomes of the project.

Figure 7-1: API od APIs Developers Portal

Figure 7-2: Portal Tools
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8 Lessons Learned - Project Impact Analysis
8.1 Consolidated lessons learned during project implementation and the Living
Labs tests cycles
EuTravel addressed challenges related to business, policy and technology factors influencing the
establishment of a multimodal travel ecosystem across Europe (Figure 8-1). Challenges in transport
infrastructure fall out of the scope of the project. The project implementation offers considerable
proof that the concept of a multimodal travel planner and booking engine is completely achievable at
a prototype level. Proceeding towards commercial endeavours would require more focus on the
legislative and business parts, to provide direction to the technical teams. The work carried out can
be considered a fertile ground for future projects due to it enabling the rapid integration of services
to a centralised orchestration provider. The design patterns used to architect and design the API of
APIs are modern and suitable for moving past this stage, but obtaining the correct and complete data
services is crucial for this attempt to flourish.

Figure 8-1: EuTravel Research Focus Areas
The following sections summarise the key research findings, lessons learned and limitations affecting
the effectiveness of the EuTravel’s approach along with ideas for further research for the growth of
the multimodal travelling domain. Additional policy, standardisation and research recommendations
are included in deliverable D4.2.
Data and Technology
Data Availability, Accuracy and Correctness
The obstacles that are currently limiting the growth of inclusive and sustainable multimodal travel
services are caused due to the fragmentation among data sources and their respective schemas but
also due to lack of data in certain cases. Overcoming these obstacles is a key action in terms of travel
ecosystems growth and establishment. A data-centric application with the scope of EuTravel requires
access to all the datasets describing the travel options, including static timetable data. The
shortcomings identified were mostly evident in schedule availability, with the data being available
commercially under third-party contracts contractual agreements (e.g. OAG providing flight
schedules), or completely unavailable. Restrictions due to data availability can affect the optimisation
algorithms’ performance, leading to non – optimal travel options display. The lack of dynamic data
sources like alerting APIs on disruptions is also relevant to the performance of future route
optimisation services, and eventually affect the overall user experience. Static data availability, such
as station names, available routes and timetables is also essential, but has to be consistent between
data sources to enable long term maintenance.
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It has become evident that it is increasingly difficult to maintain high quality, accurate and up-to-date
data in more than one place. In complex architectures such as in EuTravel, where multiple components
need a dedicated data source, there can be conflicts in what is considered “correct” and having
uniform and clean data -like in the CIM approach adopted- is important. Machine learning techniques
can be employed to avoid duplicate values or data overlap when integrating data from different
sources/APIs. Matching suggestions between the CIM and any TSP API can be based on the relevant
extraction of semantic similarities between attributes of the two models.
Overall, EuTravel reinforces the need for all service providers to make available their data through
APIs in a standardised way to enable the realisation of a fully functional scalable and maintainable
‘Optimodal’ European system. Another potential solution to address these challenges in an efficient
way, could be the establishment of a EU Multi Modal Agency to manage the cohesion between data
standards and systems in the EU travel and transport industry.
Location Coding
The realisation of a multimodal travel solution relies initially on the construction of the multimodal
itinerary, based on static data that describe the stops or transit points or locations. The absence of a
common location code definition across modes in combination with inconsistent geolocation code
referencing (longitude/latitude), adds barriers to the journey planning algorithms and can lead to
erroneous results.
Estimation of Minimum Connection Times (MCT)
The absence of key connection data (walk, bus, metro times etc) at change points impacts journey
planners’ ability to offer true end-to-end journey times, conduct segment continuity checks and offer
fully supported PRM responses. The delivery of a new multi modal minimum connect time (MMMCT)
system offering static and dynamic MMMCT data is a key component to any fully operational solution
to ensure Optimal journeys and support also booking changes when MMMCT data is dynamically
changed. A new EU Multi Modal Data Agency within DG MOVE could bring together the various travel
silos and agree a “minimum viable” standard data set necessary to support multimodal trip planning.
Performance
For systems supporting high volume of requests and adopting a centralised approach, advanced
caching mechanisms and resources elasticity are required to reach satisfactory performance levels.
Optimising the orchestration of multiple services is imperative for any commercial multimodal travel
solution and this is an area that could be researched further.
Data Privacy - Authentication
Further research is required to ensure data confidentiality/privacy in alignment with GDPR.
Authentication mechanisms, user data stores and smart user agreement on terms of use should be
factored in the travel planning solutions design.
User Experience
In terms of User Experience, our effort has been aimed towards minimizing the number of redirects
that a user must undergo in order to successfully complete a multimodal booking. Admittedly, this is
a complicated process that depends on many external parties, but an aggregation mechanism in the
form of the Optimodality Framework manages to withhold the complexity away from the user.
Information about PRM services
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In the scope of this project, we have identified considerable limitations in terms of data availability
but also practical issues in tackling hardships that affect the development of multimodal travel services
that are inclusive to PRM, for example:
x The absence of Common PRM support data across modes and
x lack of consistency in how PRM is defined (assist, walk, wheel, carry) and coded in data
exchange standard messages.
Addressing these limitations in multimodal itineraries would require deep and concentrated research
in order to be addressed in the upcoming years.
Enabling the implementation of Value Added Services for Businesses, Authorities and Consumers
A valuable feature that emerges from implementing and using an aggregation channel to serve data
in a common format (API of APIs) is the ability to extract insights and business intelligence from its
usage. This data can be visualized and reported in a way that benefits all stakeholder parties.
Characteristic examples are, in the case of travellers, applications that complement the travel
experience, such as journey planners or applications that will provide incentive to the user to prefer
greener modes of transport. In parallel, as the ecosystem grows in terms of usage and service
availability, data providers, travel authorities and local businesses will benefit by being able to extract
analytics and measure customizable KPIs from user behavior and feedback, designing in turn
personalized or recommendation services for the end-users.
Validation
The EuTravel Common Information Model was developed to serve the purpose of a single ontology to
model and describe the multimodal transport domain. Having been implemented within the scope of
the project, in a limited time frame, and validated by a limited number of operators -even if
aggregating data from hundreds of operators-, further exposing it to more business experts and
authorities, and incorporating feedback would contribution to its generalization and validity.
Policy and Legal Framework
Liability in multimodal itineraries
As discussed in several deliverables, the current legislation is incomplete in terms of allocating liability
in multimodal itineraries. This affects both the passengers and the service providers and is directly
linked to cancellation policies, involuntarily missed connections and passengers’ rights. While EU’s
European Accessibility Act for various forms of transport for PRMs is in progress, regulatory
interventions are also required to address:
x The disparity between legislation for different modes and lack of uniform application across
Member States versus differing terms and conditions
x Grey areas concerning disruptions, cancellations, delays, involuntary missed connections
between different modes
x Centrally managed systems with overall responsibility for a single ticket.
The new Package Travel Directive (PTD)
Multi-modal travel is not ‘package’ under the new Package Travel Directive which is due to come into
force in July 2018. However, to the extent that other travel services (e.g. accommodation) are also
offered via a platform, it is possible that the travel arrangements will be subject to the regulatory
impact of the PTD which will potentially alter the liability position. In the light of the raising momentum
of multimodality, the PTD should be amended to clarify any ambiguities. Future caselaw may develop
to make a multimodal travel ticket a ‘package’ to address the disparities between modes/Member
States and to enhance consumer protection.
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Information provided through the multimodal travel portals to inform passengers
Currently there is no overarching legislation regulating the information that should be provided to
multimodal travel portals’ users, passengers rights etc. The general terms and conditions of booking
and ticketing should be transparent for the whole (end-to-end) journey.
Neutral Display
There is a current gap in respect of multimodal journey planning and neutral displays of results, that
could allow a potential of penalising or ignoring some travel options in favour of others. The realization
of a single ticket requires an updated EU regulatory framework including a Code of Conduct for
computerized reservation systems of multimodal content, to allow neutral and unbiased travel
options display. The existing CRS code of conduct (EC No 80/2009) for the aviation sector could be
expanded to ensure that service providers are transparent in the way travel options are ranked and
neutral in the way travel information is given to the user, whether he/she has a registered user profile
on a system or not.
Operations - Business Considerations
Data Sharing
During the Living Labs roll out (phase III), the reluctance of travel service providers to agree to 3rd
party to 3rd party data sharing, because of applicable business rules and procedures, fears on
safeguarding the confidentiality of such data, loss of excessive transaction control and regulations
protecting data privacy has been a hindering factor for the involvement of more operations in testing
of the solutions. Contractual agreements between the travel information service providers / operators
is a lengthy process and GDPR creates additional reluctance to data sharing.
Business Agreements
An important issue raised during implementation is the differentiation in the business operation
between booking tickets for the various modes. The realisation of multimodality requires further work
in defining functional provisions that describe the roles of various stakeholders in a multimodal
ecosystem setting and the information flow between them, as well as organisational provisions
describing their procedural obligations. Also, further industry collaboration is required to agree on
industry compatible travel entitlement issuance and consumption management standards in order to
encourage multimodality in the marketplace. Future work should focus on modeling and integrating
Business Agreements templates in the core EuTravel Framework.
Single Ticket
Standardisation and alignment across modes is required for allowing a multimodal operator to issue
a single ticket (and boarding document) under the same contract for the entire journey. Currently all
service providers have their own ticket type and require different information on the ticket -no one
single ticket type or active standard can be used to cover all service providers. It is obvious that the
realisation of the singe ticket requires all les to be bookable and pre-payable and such information to
be provided by Operators in a standardised format. Ticketing is directly related to Payment,
Reconciliation and Settlement services. Again, the industry adopts diverse Payment Requirements
which need harmonisation and standardisation.
Project Implementation and Management
Stakeholders requirements specification
The online survey used for requirement analysis didn’t produce many responses (less than 40). It was
difficult to prepare set of questions that might be clearly understood and also be relevant to each of
the targeted groups of stakeholders. The other elements of the stakeholder needs analysis, namely
the review of previous surveys and the series of working group meetings/interviews with EuTravel
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partners, were more productive. If such a survey (or a similar survey) is planned in future, an
alternative approach might be considered, involving:x Better planning of any online survey and wider involvement in the preparation of questions
x Co-operation with other projects in similar area, to pool contacts, feedback etc., so improving
the response rate
x Greater use of the Commission’s own surveys in this area, and also taking into account the
experience of past surveys6.
Living Labs Surveys- Engagement of non-informed research subjects
Different means of data collection were used during the Living Labs roll out, including online surveys,
as well as face-to-face and phone interviews. Feedback was collected through different channels
(email campaigns, social media channels). The use of electronic questionnaires to collect user
feedback and the engagement of respondents through email campaigns and social media channels,
inevitably exclude a portion of travellers that do not use these means of communication. On the other
hand, a more representative and less ‘random’ sample of respondents could be targeted by engaging
user group associations and organised travellers’ groups, and organising focus group workshops. This
approach could potentially lead to more accurate sampling and feedback data collection. However, in
view of the complexity of topics like multimodal travelling, it remains the case that inviting responses
to a survey (online or other) is less fruitful in comparison to more direct consultations, such as the
various workshops held with project partners.
Advisory Committee and EuTravel Forum
The role of the Advisory Committee and EuTravel Forum has been critical for the project
implementation; the views and recommendations discussed in dedicated meetings and captured in
the Annual reports, directed technical implementation throughout the project.
Online Courses
Regarding the online courses, engagement and enrolment could be higher if the courses were offered
through well-known online learning platforms visited by hundreds of users or through a dedicated EU
portal, promoting the results of research projects.

8.2 Discussion on Project Impact
The KPIs (metrics) set detailed in D3.1 and measured in D3.3 – do not map exactly on the project
impact KPIs and therefore an explanation is provided where appropriate after Table 8-1. Project
impact estimated values were primarily affected due to the following:
1. Availability of multimodal information did not result in changes regarding coordination of
transport services.
2. ITS related data for the urban legs were not integrated in the API of APIs, but services
involving ITS data sources can be modelled in the CIM to support new services.

6

see, for example, a study on the collection of data on Combined Transport (CT) in the EU
(https://publications.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/e58e6253-fc01-11e7-b8f5-01aa75ed71a1)
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Table 8-1: Project Impact KPIs7
Stakeholder

Interventions

Better modal
integration

Increased travel
time reliability

Improved
deployment
of ITS
services and
technologies

Target Estimated Target Estimated Target Estimated

Transport Infrastructure
Providers and Transport
Service Providers

Centralised
management
services of
transport
infrastructure
(Ferry, Rail,
Coach, Air)
Interconnection
management
services
Fleet
management
services
ITS connectors

Travel Service
Providers

Travellers

7

Data analytics
for
optimization of
demand,
capacity,
schedules, cost,
revenue
Real time data
collection
services, across
all modes
Multimodal
real-time data
analysis for
optimal use of
road, traffic for
passenger
profiles
Formalisation
of Cooperation
Models
Dynamic
multimodal
planning,
booking and
scheduling
services
Location-based
multimodal
proactive trip
advisory
services
Advice for
Mode- Free
travel booking
and ticketing
Travel planning
based on
customer needs
Advice on
legislation

40%
(1)

40%

40%

40%

40%
(6)

40%
(6)

40%
(3)

40%
(3)

10%
(8)

30%

40%

40%

More efficient
use of the
existing
transport
infrastructure
Target

More
inclusive
transport
services
across
Europe

Estimated Target Estimated

30%
(2)

N/A

10%

10%

30%

30%

40%

40%

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

40%
(6)

10%

10%

10%

30%

30%

10%
(8)

40%

40%
(5)

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%
(4)

40%

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

30%

10%

10%

10%

30%

10%

10%
(7)

40%

30%

30%

10%
(7)

30%

30%

30%

40%
(7)

10%

40%

40%

10%
(4)

30%

10%
(4)

40%

30%

30%

30%
(4)

40%

30%

30%

-

30%
(10)

30%
(9)

40%
(10)

10%

40%
30%
(10)

Impact Factors: (L) Low Impact 5%-20%, (M) Medium Impact 20%-40%, (H) High Impact >40%
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Stakeholder

Interventions

Better modal
integration

Increased travel
time reliability

Improved
deployment
of ITS
services and
technologies

Target Estimated Target Estimated Target Estimated

Authorities

/travellers
rights
Traveller
satisfaction
service
Policy
implementation
monitoring and
analysis

10%

10%

30%

30%

40%

40%
(8)

40%

40%

40%

More efficient
use of the
existing
transport
infrastructure
Target

40%

More
inclusive
transport
services
across
Europe

Estimated Target Estimated

40%

30%

30%

40%

40%

Specific Comments on KPIs Values
(1) Better itineraries construction but modal integration is unaffected.
(2) Not affected
(3) Not tested but supported by the CIM
(4) Related KPI1.
(5) Deployment infrastructure available but ITS data not included
(6) Provided API integration.
(7) Estimation based on the capability of the API of APIs support the modelling of business rules and
collaborative agreements.
(8) Demonstrated through the KPIs Analytics Dashboard. Analytics affect less inclusive transport.
(9) Regulations may affect travel time reliability but advice on legislation /travellers’ rights is not
expected to affect the services but the attitude of consumers.
(10) Based on LLs Phase II survey results and the analysis of collected comments from 433 travellers.
Justification - How the impact value is demonstrated/estimated, enablers and recommendations
for the growth of the multimodal travelling domain for the key player businesses
Better modal integration
Currently travel itineraries are scattered across different domains/means of transport and different
companies, thus, different databases. The purpose of the ‘API of APIs‘ design was to overcome the
main problem that hampers interoperability in the transportation and travel-related industry, which
is the fact that access to the APIs of transport service and travel service providers is hardwired to the
applications of travel agents and other system users. Better modal integration is achieved through the
implementation of the prototype of the Optimodality Platform, which provides an innovative
technology stack that facilitates integration of various data sources. The API of APIs translates data
from disparate sources with different formats to a common ‘data model’ or common language that
can be used by multimodal applications.
Specific components that supports this function include:
x the Object Oriented Unified Data Structure for data exchange between distributed
heterogeneous systems (Common Information Model – CIM). The CIM consolidates all data
structures by creating a general data form on which the “API of APIs” operates. A key
innovation is the ‘automation’ in extending CIM according to new data forms discovered in
APIs.
x a Unifying Travel Ontology and mappings between the Common Information Model and
selected standards. The Unifying Travel Ontology (UTO) builds on schema.org and
consolidates a number of existing standards across modes. Linking UTO and CIM creates
innovative features in reasoning to select optimal multimodal itineraries.
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the Connectivity Infrastructure, which includes:
o the API’s Registry, which registers each available service provider with some specific
standard and mode of transport. Here data providers’ services are categorized and
semantically annotated. The APIs registry facilitates flexibility and extensibility in
terms of both on-boarding new TSP API providers to a travel ecosystem, and
configuring and maintaining their APIs.
o the Data & Semantics Transformation mechanism, which processes the information
received from all available data sources and facilitates its transformation in a form
that can be received by the CIM, based on innovative machine learning and
knowledge graph technologies.

The modelling methodology in the project followed a bottom-up approach, driven by existing available
data formats and standards from industry APIs. EuTravel demonstrates the consolidation of data
sources of four content aggregators (Travelport for air, Pharos for ferry, SilverRail for train and
Distribusion for coach), thus eventually successfully integrating data of hundreds of transport
operators. This provides evidence of the efficiency of the approach and infrastructure, that can play a
major role in the growth of the multimodal travelling domain.
Increased travel time reliability
EuTravel supports the design of Value Added Services (VAS) based on the functionality of the
Optimodality platform and the API of APIs implementation, including Analytics and Business
Intelligence Dashboard (monitoring also travel time reliability), and Mobile applications for travellers.
While the proposed ‘API of APIs’ may not disrupt existing business models, it could shift the balance
of power towards those organisations that can tap into travel service consumer data, turning such
data into knowledge and insight.
Improved deployment of ITS services and technologies
The API of APIs provides Interoperability as a Service and combines several innovations in automating
API connectivity using semantic technologies. An innovative Optimisation Service deals with
performance challenges posed by excessive number of included nodes and edges in transportation
networks (by transforming a graph into a minimal transit network).
EuTravel provides proof of how the standardization of the very fragmented travel market via a single,
unified schema can be very beneficial to both the public and the business participants alike. A single,
configurable API for multimodal travel in combination with a structured, hierarchical representation
of data and the semantic annotation of travel services improves services discoverability and enables
the development of numerous applications and value-added services to address the needs of the
traveller and business stakeholders.
More efficient use of the existing transport infrastructure
The Analytics Dashboard is a reusable component for future implementation of policy monitoring
platforms, as well as a means for TSPs to monitor the performance of their multimodality offerings.
More inclusive transport services across Europe - Social Impact
This is demonstrated through the prototype multimodal planner tested in multimodal scenarios
combining air, ferry, train and coach/bus modes. The development of the multimodal planner has
investigated a range of key user-oriented design features and provides a ‘reference’ application for
TSPs to specify their own applications much easier thus facilitating industry take-up. The planner:
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provides to travellers, travel solutions, based on their specific profile, travel preferences and
needs (e.g. travel cost, time, special mobility needs).
acts as a “single point of interaction” between the user and all transport operators involved
in the multi-modal travel solution, allowing the user to perform a booking request for different
modes and operators and complete the booking process through a single interface.

EuTravel also strengthens societal benefits that arise from supporting passenger rights to information,
including PRM. Environmental benefits will result from itineraries consistently optimised and
promoting carbon footprint as one of the key criteria for choosing travel offerings. Expected economic
benefits include new business opportunities for travel and transport service providers in a growing
market.
Overall, EuTravel is expected to encourage the development of innovative services that are
sustainable and economically autonomous, and to create new travel services, enabling participants to
exploit new businesses and revenue models. The main difference between the current and future play
of customised optimodal travel, will be the ease with which new players can enter the market.
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9 Concluding Remarks
This report documents the attainment of T3.3 (and overall WP3) objectives. The Living Labs testing
involved the evaluation of the proof of concept of implementations by project partners, EuTravel
Forum members and end-users (businesses and travellers). Feedback has been collected from 30
EuTravel Forum members, 433 travellers and consortium partners. Suggestions were incorporated in
the solutions (and documented specification).
A number of KPIs (metrics) have been measured with different means (KPI dashboard, Google
Analytics, Surveys), and security tests have been carried out. Since all KPI values can be considered as
zero at M1 (no previous multimodal solutions were in place), in order to provide a baseline and
measure improvements, the metrics’ values are given at M17 (before Living Labs Phase I, when
applicable) and M30 (end of the project) and presented in the table below.
These KPIs values (M30) can be used as a baseline for the further evolution of the solutions. It should
be noted that the actual KPIs as detailed in D3.1 do not map exactly on the project impact KPIs (better
modal integration and resource utilisation, improved consumer choice, seamless information flow to
travel users including advice on their rights) and therefore an explanation is provided in chapter 8.
The realisation of multimodality requires easy access to data, services interoperability and further
work in defining functional provisions that describe the roles of various stakeholders and the
information flow between them and organisational provisions describing procedural obligations of the
various stakeholders. Overall, the EuTravel architecture and design enables embedding business rules
in multimodal workflows, enabling the synchronisation between modes and eventually the
orchestration of multiple services, dictating viewership and permissions among the Ecosystem’s
participants and consumers. It also allows the extension and improvement of the functionality
developed in the scope of the project, the addition of new features, modes of transport and business
models, demonstrating openness, scalability and extendibility, supported by the ever-evolving domain
model. This has been demonstrated during the three phases of the Living Labs and iterative
development, with continuous extension and improvement of the project solutions.
The ‘API of APIs’ is expected to stimulate the market for multimodal travel services. The project
envisages the Travel Services marketplace, a generic ‘one-stop-shop’ capability (fuelled by the API of
APIs) where the traditionally very manual search, plan and purchase activities can be fully automated,
eliminating the risk and effort normally attached to the manual execution of such activities.
Overall, the project outputs represent specific innovations achieved and create strong potential for
commercialisation as well as open innovation that will be utilised both in future projects and business
initiatives to advance the European multimodality agenda.
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11 Annex 1: Living Labs Phase I Questionnaire
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12 Annex 2: Evaluation of EuTravel Solutions - Comparing version A
with version B (beta) - Feedback through interviews
12.1 Received Feedback
The tables below illustrate the involvement of business stakeholders (partners, EuTravel Forum
members) in the testing procedure. The personal details of respondents have been deleted.
Attendees

Company

Email

Date
04 Nov 2016

No

Discussions - Comments

1

Comments for A version of travel planner
x
x
x
x

2

The alternative solutions within a solution is very confusing since the user is not able to
know what solution is about to choose
Data not seems to be correct and in most of the cases are repeating (both on the actual
trip travelling and urban travelling)
There are no prices on the solutions. Price is the most important parameter for the most
of the users.
There is not an indication about the operators for each solution (e.g. logo)

Comments for B version (beta) of travel planner
x
x
x
x

User interface is much better and user friendly, and the design is much more modern.
The selection of the colors is also very good.
User experience is better, and navigation seems to be much smoother.
Logos of the operators and the prices are also included which is good.
Travel options are clearer since there are no alternatives and each travel option is
separated.

Attendees

Company

Email

Date
7 Nov 2016

No

Discussions - Comments

1

B version (beta) of travel planner has much better design and functionality than the existing
one. Simple planner with nice colors.

2

Not clear how urban travelling works. Also the data is not correct.

3

Not clear how the solutions work in the A version of travel planner.

4

Price is mandatory to be shown for each solution.
Attendees

Company

Email

Date
7 Nov 2016

No

Discussions - Comments

1

Feedback/Suggestions on new design planner:
x

B version (beta) of travel planner design is better than the existing one. Easy to the
eyes.
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x
x
x
x
x
x
2

The main page for selecting O/D does not share the same consistency as the rest of
the next pages. (Colour)
For departure, I suggest “Departure time: 01:05” to make it very clear
For the journey time, I suggest “Duration: 2h 30m”
I suggest removing “Urban Departure” and “Urban Arrival” and use a different term,
such as “Journey START” or similar.
Is ground data shown on map? Such as walking route and bus/train routes.
For the 2 leg screen, I suggest a sub title for each leg, “Outbound”, “Return” and a
swap button for if the user wants to switch.

Comments on A version of travel planner
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Attendees

Solution details and trip summary are confusing
Nameless road names in first and last mile segments
Some wording correction need to be done
Urban travelling is not shown on map
In Traveller Information, country code is missing from telephone field and *
indication should be for mandatory fields
Style is “broken” in big screen resolutions, 1920 x 1080
Making a booking on a smartphone, as the process goes along; it gets harder to
navigate around the portal and more difficult to view more information/details.
Company

Email

Date
8 Nov 2016

No

Discussions - Comments

1

Duration of journey to consider time zones

2

Use icons that are familiar for travelers. Also add information on hover of each one.

3

A version of travel planner: position of the Circle in relation to the travel leg is confusing.
Some of the information regarding the journey details appears incorrect. Is confusing how
the solution information appears.

4

I think it will help with the planned demonstration if more(accurate) data can be loaded

5

In general, the B version (beta) of travel planner is clear and quite easy to follow. Resizing
functionality will be very useful. It’s clearer how to select a travel option. Icon of each
company is also good. Filtering options

6

Price should be included on travel options. It’s very common for travel portals.
Attendees

Company

Email

Date
8 Nov 2016

No

Discussions - Comments

1

Old planner is not clear and confusing when I have to choose a solution. There are too many
results in a solution.

2

The B version (beta) of travel planner is simpler. It’s easy to choose a travel option and clear
what you choose. Chosen colors are also much better and navigation smoother. The filtering
criteria are very good and enough for the user to minimize the results based on his needs.

3

Displaying of price is important to the user to be on the list with travel options and not to the
details.
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Attendees

Company

Email

Date
9 Nov 2016

No

Discussions - Comments

1

A version of travel planner is confusing especially in the details of each solution.

2

User Interface of the B version (beta) of travel planner has been really improved. The
information provided with respect to the travel solution seems more complete and
understandable. The flow to be followed to search, visualize and selected the user preferred
travel solution looks easier, as well. Overall, the user experience of the B version (beta) of
travel planner is better.

3

It will be good if the “Earliest” sorting option been replaced by “Eco Friendly”

4

At review it will be better if the B version (beta) of travel planner will be demonstrated.

5

Price is mandatory to be available to the user. If not then it will be frustrating for the user to
open each solution to find the price.
Attendees

Company

Email

Date
9 Nov 2016

No

Discussions - Comments

1

B version (beta) of travel planner design is much better than the existing one. It’s easy to
use, user friendly, straight forward and powerful.

2

A version of travel planner is confusing and complicated. User is not sure what is choosing
especially in the details of each solution.

3

Price of each travel option is mandatory. It’s something that all travel portals are using and
without price there will be no transparency. The price should not be a prediction, estimation
or range of prices (from legal aspect)
Attendees

Company

Email

Date
10 Nov 2016

No

Discussions - Comments

1

B version (beta) of travel planner it looks much more user friendly and easy to use because
it uses a familiar to the travel user structure and design.

2

A version of travel planner is more complicated to be used. Circles are also confusing.

3

Returned data seems not be correct and consistent

4

It will be good if the CO2 can be colored as red/yellow/green

5

It will be good if the B version (beta) of travel planner implemented and demonstrated during
review.
Attendees

Company

Email

Date
10/14/2016
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No

Discussions - Comments

1

“Self-drive” option is not included in none of the planners e.g. option to travel with car via
ferry.

2

Unable to go back to change point A or point B in case of input error.

3

In current planner, Farringdon to Bruges does not offer a ferry option. Also the selection of
solutions is confusing. Not sure what is including. The solutions method with alternative
solutions is confusing. Also the circle design with the number is confusing.

4

In B version (beta) of travel planner there is very big improvement in interface design and
user friendliness. A suggestion is to add different color and lines for each transport modes.
Travel options’ listing is much better and clear.

5

For the neutral display, based on a travel agent maybe the ordering might be price, commit
ion, and then duration. But for the EU it might be different (emission, duration).

6

The restrictions for ferries shall be included somehow to the portal. Also the facilities each
ferry shall be included to the travel option.
Attendees

Company

Email

Date
14 Nov 2016

No

Discussions - Comments

1

Comments on A version of travel planner
x
The solutions are not clearly presented. Different flights seem to be part of one
solution, which is confusing for the user.
The pricing is missing: the Total amount does not get updated at the different stages
x
of the booking procedure.
Comments on B version (beta) of travel planner
x

The new UI is far better than the current one, in terms of user friendliness.

The fact that the modals have been removed is vital and it adds a lot to the seamless
x
and smooth functionality of the portal. This way, the confusing solution button does not exist
anymore and the solutions are clearer. This is important, because different solutions are the
main subject of the portal, so you need to display them in a clear and robust way.
x
is.

The progress bar is nice, as it shows at which point of the booking procedure the user

Attendees

Company

Email

Date
14 Nov 2016

No

Discussions - Comments

1

Comments for B version (beta) of travel planner
x
x

User interface is much better, visual design as I feel it is pleasing to the eye and quite
user-friendly.
Question about how the planner will appear in mobile devices (map hidden by
default or with the planner part above the map).
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x
x
x
x
x

Attendees

Functionality wised, the user should be presented with all the possible solutions
(the combinations of transport modes) and the individual segments that are
available in each one (with price, departure time, duration etc.).
As soon as the user makes his choice we will be able to show a total price,
departure time, total duration, company logo and so on.
“Earliest” sorting option is not supported by the Super API or optimiser at this time.
Question about how the planner will handle the case where a user selects one of
the remaining dates.
Identify that might be an “intermediate urban” also.
Question about having other available information such as Meals or Amenities at
this stage
Company

Email

Date
14 Nov 2016

No

Discussions - Comments

1

The new design has a lot of improvements. Is better to have separate Travel Options instead
of alternatives and grouping by mode.
Suggestions on B version (beta) of travel planner:
x
x
x
x
x

Sort by Earliest to be default. Add also Eco Friendly sort option.
Multimodal ordering (based on neutral display) might be the time of departure
(earlier first) with a highlight of the cheapest travel option.
Colouring sliding bars based on selection (for eye disability people)
Colouring CO2 emissions with red/yellow/green. Add also an explanation of what is
a CO2 emission.
In total duration of the trip, include also urban travelling and waiting time.

2

The current planner has lots of delays. Also the selection of a solution is confusing. Urban
Start seems to concatenate together multiple trips. The display on both the Solutions and
Summary needs to be improved.

3

Expect to see trips on map, including Urban Start and Urban End.

4

Good to show the new design at the review.
Attendees

Company

Email

Date
14 Nov 2016

No

Discussions - Comments

1

Testing results on A version of travel planner
x
x
x

x

The summary panel appears to only repeat the origin and shows no additional
information. Also there is no pricing information
Very difficult to understand what the expansion of the first mile section is telling me.
The last mile section does not help either.
Wrong data provided for a trip Barcelona-London. In the expansion of the actual
main segment of the trip, there is a reference to Liverpool Botanic Gardens (but we
are supposed to be in Spain, Barcelona). Expanding the second of the solutions,
seems to provide exactly the same as the 1st solution expansion
The itinerary, or which flight for the main segment, which terminal it might leave
from, or which airport it might arrive at. This is not good.
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x
x
x
x
2

When I click on Select Now I return to the first panel, there is no summary of what I
have selected and still no pricing information – so I don’t know what I have selected,
for either D2D sections of the itinerary, or which flight for the main segment, which
terminal it might leave from, or which airport it might arrive at. This is not good.
Clicking on Summary panel, at this stage, is less than helpful – only repeating the
origin and destinations – and no pricing information
Is not easily visible who the provider of the solution I choose is.
I am not convinced by the idea that you have a hierarchy of solutions from which you
are going to populate the alternatives. This is confusing. I think each alternative flight
should be listed as a separate solution.
Basically, the planner is not user friendly and the user does not know/understand
where he is and what he has to select.

Testing results on B version (beta) of travel planner
x
x
x
x

x

x

Better with the ‘click on circle’ – removed!
Better with allowing to stretch the Planner section of the screen across the screen
Is more clear and straight with the travel options what the user is choosing. No more
alternatives within a travel option make things easier to the user.
Good to see all the Travel Options listed. Although sort by price is a good way for the
price conscious traveller to start digging into the options, when the prices are very
close it may be helpful to include a little more information which distinguishes the
options. So for example nice to know for the options with flights, which airport in
London is targeted – and likewise for pure train itineraries, the main train station in
London is targeted.
It seems that the Departure Time for each Travel Option refers to the departure time
of the main or first ‘long haul’ segment. In cases where the Solution actually includes
trains or buses prior to the long-haul segment or in cases where there may be two
long distance legs, this departure time may be a little misleading.
Currently it looks as if the JP is set up to deal more favourably with commonality. It
might be good to anticipate that with some Intermodal Travel Options or Solutions,
the entire journey (or significant subset) has a single price (as agreed commercially
between the relevant travel service providers) so that it is not really possible to break
the pricing up into separate prices allocated to each segment.

3

For the neutral display of travel options, we might need to go back to CoC. An idea of ordering
is based on price, time of departure an then total duration (or earliest arriving time)

4

Apart from looking at how the Travel Options / Solutions might be displayed to guarantee
neutrality, it is interesting to note the Ancillary Services phenomenon – which makes things
awkward (some items are part and parcel of a standard Network Carrier Air Fare (free
baggage allowance, meals) whilst for other airlines, particularly LCCs, this is not necessarily
the case, and may be purchased separately.
Some consideration should perhaps be given as to how such ancillary services could be
included in any Journey Planning Priced Offer/Option which the traveller may want to book
– and particularly with the goal of making the overall offers from different carriers directly
comparable, which is not easy because LCC (low cost carrier) fares which unbundle such
ancillary services (which therefore require their own supplementary booking process and
price) are therefore difficult to compare to Network Carrier offers whose fares sometimes
include such ancillary services (‘for free’).
However, regardless of the challenge, I believe any Journey Planning solution which cannot
deal with ancillary services is unlikely to compete favourably in the market place.
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Attendees

Company

Email

Date
16 Nov 2016

No

Discussions - Comments

1

In general the existing portal is very user friendly, with an attractive graphics, and allows to
display all potential information needed to organise the travel. It is very interesting the
“environmental” information the portal provides on CO2 emissions.
The main criticalities are:
x
x

2

acceeding the portal from Mozilla Firefox is slow, above all when you go to the following
page;
maybe because it is still under development, not all basic information are present (i.e.
the number of the bus/train to be taken)

Concerning the B version (beta) of travel planner, the new graphics and the potential
organization of information is very nice and maybe better than the existing one.

Attendees
No
1

Company

Email

Date
18 Nov 2016

Discussions - Comments
General observations comments and suggestions
x ‘From ‘and ‘to’ destinations: are they locations such as stations, landmarks etc or
user defined such as user’s home address? Furthermore are these precisely or
vaguely defined, i.e. is the actual destination Wimbledon stadium or station or
somewhere else?
x How does the system pick what the start and end locations should be, based on
user input?
x The user should be given ability to interactively define address: ‘do you mean
Wimbledon stadium or Wimbledon rail station or ?
x How for example system figured out that ‘Pedralbes’ is the start location?
x Can the user define start and end locations interactively using the map?
x For tabs like ‘co2’ there should be some explanation facility many users do not
understand the significance of values like ‘100k’ for example
x In Planning page, system should remind the user of his choices as to how many are
travelling
x Optional choice of currency used could be useful instead of fixed to euros.
x Is the header with dates scrollable or fixed?
x Are the displayed prices exact, approximate, fully inclusive of taxes etc? How does
the user know about that? How does he get a breakdown of the price e.g. per
passenger?
x How do you calculate train fares? E,g, do you assume that by default is standard
(‘second’) class? Do you account for return tickets or is each leg ticket one way?
x In the display of the journey leg showing a logo of the operator is ok if the
operator is easily recognisable but if it isn’t like for example with most rail
companies hovering the mouse over it should give you some details
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2

I am not sure how useful is breaking down the Co2 information to such a level
(using decimal points!) How about instead using green tree icons to show how
green each option is?
x More information needs to be displayed for each travel mode in each leg e.g.
terminal number for flights and service number (and where available) platform
number for trains
x Does the user have to repeat all the steps for the return trip as for the outgoing
trip? It would be easier to specify return journeys on the flight and rail so the
system automatically creates a journey plan with return options
x Of course the user should if prefer reject the default return options and choose
new ones.
General comments and suggestions based on Nielsen’s Usability Heuristics for UIs
In parenthesis is a summary of the heuristic. Comments are in italics.
Visibility of system status (The system should always keep users informed about what is
going on, through appropriate feedback within reasonable time.)
How does the system cope with long response times when data are received from the
SuperAPI? Does it give a ‘please wait’ message? Can the user abort a search?
Match between system and the real world (The system should speak the users' language,
with words, phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather than system-oriented terms.
Follow real-world conventions, making information appear in a natural and logical order.)
Overall icons and UI controls are intuitive. CO2 info could be made more intuitive.
User control and freedom (Users often choose system functions by mistake and will need a
clearly marked "emergency exit" to leave the unwanted state without having to go through
an extended dialogue. Support undo and redo).
How does the user abort a step of the booking process and go to previous step? Is there a
dedicated button for that or does he/she has to use browser buttons?
Consistency and standards (Users should not have to wonder whether different words,
situations, or actions mean the same thing.)
I could not test that but the booking of a train journey for example should use a very similar
interface to the booking of a flight.
Error prevention (Even better than good error messages is a careful design which prevents
a problem from occurring in the first place. Either eliminate error-prone conditions or check
for them and present users with a confirmation option before they commit to the action.)
Does the system check for invalid bookings, e.g. booking a journey leg that does not meet
connection times? Who checks that the overall itinerary is feasible?
Recognition rather than recall (Minimize the user's memory load by making objects,
actions, and options visible. The user should not have to remember information from one
part of the dialogue to another. Instructions for use of the system should be visible or easily
retrievable whenever appropriate.)
Is there context sensitive help for every screen and for every UI element?, e.g.. by hovering
above it using the mouse.
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Flexibility and efficiency of use (Accelerators -- unseen by the novice user -- may often
speed up the interaction for the expert user such that the system can cater to both
inexperienced and experienced users. Allow users to tailor frequent actions.)
Is there a facility to store and retrieve previous journeys and create a new one based on an
old one?
Aesthetic and minimalist design (Dialogues should not contain information which is
irrelevant or rarely needed. Every extra unit of information in a dialogue competes with the
relevant units of information and diminishes their relative visibility.)
I was not able to test that
Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from error (Error messages should be
expressed in plain language (no codes), precisely indicate the problem, and constructively
suggest a solution.)
I was not able to test that. What happens for example when a feasible plan cannot be
created for the dates provided? What are the alternatives offered to the user?
Help and documentation (Even though it is better if the system can be used without
documentation, it may be necessary to provide help and documentation. Any such
information should be easy to search, focused on the user's task, list concrete steps to be
carried out, and not be too large.) I detected the presence of a ‘help’ menu item but I was
unable to test that.

12.2 Consolidated Results
Based on the feedback received from all partners above, the below table consolidates and lists the
results in the three categories below.
x A version of travel planner
x B version (beta) of travel planner
x General comments
No

A version of travel planner

1

The functionality in relation with “Travel Solution” concept and alternative solutions within
a solution is confusing and not clear to the user what to choose.

2

The circle idea to choose the available solutions is not clear.

3

Urban information is confusing because it seems that returns also alternatives.

No

B version (beta) of travel planner

1

The design is much better, user friendly, easy to use, straight forward and more powerful
than the existing one.

2

The functionality in relation with “Travel Options” concept is much better and it’s easy and
clear to the user what to choose.

3

Most of the people suggested that is better to show this planner during the review.

No

General Comments

1

The price is mandatory and must to be included in the list of Travel Options (2nd Service)
because this will be much more helpful for the user.

2

Providers’ logo is good to be included in the list of Travel Options (2nd Service) because this
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will also be helpful for the user to easily identify the preferred ones.
3

For the review, the suggestions were to definitely proceed with the design and functionality
of the B version (beta) of travel planner.

4

We have also received some ideas about CO2 emissions and how the provision of this
information will be better to the eye. For example, colouring as green/yellow/red. Also
adding an “Eco Friendly” sorting criteria.

5

We had many comments in relation with data. It seems that are not correct for both flights
and urban travelling. Also, no matter what are the date selections, the results are always the
same. There are also duplicated solutions.

6

In relation with the total duration of the trip, we need to consider also the urban time and
any waiting time in airport etc. That because the concept of the EuTravel is to provide a
complete information travelling let’s say from my home to the hotel in destination city.

7

For the neutral display of the travel options, we need directions based on existing Code of
Conducts to identify sorting criteria for a combination of modes.

12.3 Incorporation of feedback in implementation and considerations for future
commercial travel planners
The comments collected were evaluated, grouped and informed the next stages of implementation.
Most recommendations were implemented, while future enhancements are required for the
development of a commercial system/planner.
Regarding Visibility of system status (capability of the system to always keep users informed about
what is going on), the latest version (March 2018 – Annex 8) addresses the alerting/re-routing
requirement. The new capabilities can are also shown with short video tutorials (viewed at
http://www.eutravelproject.eu/default.aspx?articleID=9562).
Some of the future challenges towards developing a competitive commercial product include:
x Combination of travel itineraries with hotel options
x Rating capabilities of travel options and or operators
x Support of Discounts for frequent travellers
x Info about luggage, meals, amenities
x Some journeys are not supported
x Addition of more filters e.g. sorting by air carrier
x More details regarding the seat in the plane, cabin in a ferry etc. Modelling/Support of travel
classes per mode.
x Making the overall offers from different operators directly comparable, considering tax
schemes, low cost carrier fares schemes and ancillary services
x Better addressing the Nielsen’s Usability Heuristics for UIs, regarding Users’ Help, for example
by developing intuitive help tutorials or even customer support chatbots.
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13 Annex 3: Living Labs Phase II - EuTravel Planner Evaluation
Guidelines
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EuTravel Planner Evaluation Guidelines
July 2017
EuTravel is a research project that aims to promote and support multimodal travel. Its vision is of a
sustainable and open single European market for mobility services, which will allow travel users to
easily organize a door-to-door pan- European multimodal trip in accordance with their own set of
criteria, including environmental performance.
To help us achieve this vision, we kindly ask you to read this document carefully and then to
complete the survey which can be found here. The whole process will take about 20-30 minutes to
complete. The survey will conform to all relevant EU regulations and directives on the collection and
protection of personal data. In particular:







Any real data collected for research and demonstration purposes will be handled in
accordance with the Data Protection legislation in the relevant countries, and each
company/organisation handling the data will be registered to handle this type of information
with their data protection authority.
All information leading to person identities will be encrypted and protected according to EU
best practices e.g. using reference numbers instead of actual names.
Personal data will be kept secure from potential abuse, during all required processing before
storing, until personal identities are eliminated.
All collection processes will be transparent on how data is collected, used, and shared.
The EuTravel consortium will be accountable to comply with all above principles.

Further details are available on request.
EuTravel Project Coordinator
Project Manager
Website
Email

Inlecom Systems Ltd
http://inlecom.eu/
Ioanna Fergadioti
www.eutravelproject.eu
eutravel@inlecom.com

This document describes all the steps required to test the EuTravel Planner and evaluate its
functionality. Your feedback is invaluable to help us improve the planner. You can find this version
of the planner at http://www.eutravelportal.eu.

EUTRAVEL (Optimodal European Travel Ecosystem) has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under the Grant Agreement No
636148.

PROCESS
As this is a research project the planner does not fully cover geographically Europe.
Indicative itineraries you m try out include:
x
x
x
x
x

London Eye -> Barcelona
Bruges, Belgium -> London, United Kingdom
London, United Kingdom -> Pariser Platz, Berlin, Germany
Rome, Metropolitan City of Rome -> Athens, Central Athens, Greece
Hamburg, Germany -> Rome, Metropolitan City of Rome

You can use the planner without registering but in order to answer all the survey questions please
follow the next steps:
1. Start by creating an account at the top right corner of the main screen by clicking on the
arrow besides “Account” and choosing “Register”. The next
screen, where you will fill in your personal details, will appear
as shown in the Figure in the left. As you can see, you only
have to provide your name, your e-mail and a password for the
EuTravel planner. No further details such as credit card
number or phone number are required at the moment but in
case you want to complete the booking you will be prompted
to provide them following the planner’s guidelines. After you
have read and accepted the terms and conditions of use,
along with the privacy policy, click the button “Register” to
procced. You will instantly receive a verification e-mail which
will allow you to log-in to the system with your credentials.
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2. The scenario to be followed is a trip from “Pedralbes, Barcelona, Spain” to “Wimbledon,
London, United Kingdom”.

3. Continue by entering ‘Pedralbes’ as the start place of the journey and ‘Wimbledon’ as the
destination place. You will see that the planner has the auto-fill property and will fill in the
country of the selected place, i.e., London, United Kingdom, for ‘Wimbledon’. You can also
choose the date when you want to travel from the calendar by clicking on the icon with the
date. If you are not certain about the date that you want to travel, you can provide an
estimate by adjusting the days before and after the one that have given. If you want to plan
a family journey you can also choose from the pop-up menu below to indicate the number of
infants, children or adults in your family. After completing the above fields, press the “Plan”
button at the bottom of the screen. The portal will redirect you to the Planner’s main page.
As shown below, the planner page is divided into two distinct parts. On the left part, there is
the planner with the travel options and on the right part there is the interactive map that
places a location sign at the start and end cities of your journey. The planner part is resizable,
so that you can drag it and expand it as much as you want. This way, the planner might take
all the horizontal size of the screen and the map will not be visible. Based on the left part of
the above screen, the user trip has two (2) legs since it’s a two-way trip. The first one is the
“Pedralbes, Barcelona, Spain” Ö “Wimbledon, London, United Kingdom” and the second
one is the return trip, “Wimbledon, London, United Kingdom” Ö “Pedralbes, Barcelona,
Spain”.

3
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4. For the next step, you can choose the preferred travel option for each leg from all the
available options. Additional details about the selection of travel option from “Pedralbes,
Barcelona, Spain” to “Wimbledon, London, United Kingdom” can be found below. By
clicking on “Travel Options (7)” the box will be expanded vertically and it will list all the
available travel options, based on your preferences. You can select a travel option from a list
of the available options. Each line is a different travel option, as shown below, and has
information about Price, Travel modes (flight, train, ferry) and the appropriate Company
logo, Departure Date and Time, Total travel duration and the CO2 emissions.

4
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Also, above the travel options, there are filtering options for Price, Total travel duration, CO2
emissions and Travel modes.
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In the same section, there are also options for sorting by Cheapest, Shortest and Earliest
travel options.

As can be seen from the list, the individual travel options are listed on screen based on your
preferences 1.
Now, for each travel option, you can see more information by clicking on it to expand an
information box, as shown below.
The expanded information box provides more detailed information about this travel option,
including the Urban travel to the Departure location (walking, bus, etc.), the Actual travel
(with different modes, flights-trains-ferries) and the Urban travel from the Arrival location
(walking, bus, etc.).
As you can see, the Urban travelling sections are grouped in a blue box. More information is
available by expanding the group.

1

For anonymous users (Neutral Display), travel options are listed as follows: price, departure time and
duration
6
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5. By clicking on “More Details” more information about this travel choice will be shown, such
as the provider, flight number, CO2 emissions and departure time, as shown below. After
closing the “Travel Options” expandable box, the planner presents the available
information.
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6. After you have selected the travel options you prefer, you can continue with the Traveller
Information phase by clicking on the “Continue” button. You will be prompted to provide
some personal details such as your name, e-mail and phone number, if you have not already
registered. If you have already signed-in with your credentials, only the title and the phone
number will need to be supplied.

Note: you can always return to the initial page of the planner by clicking the image in the
bottom right of the screen, as shown above. Now, you can proceed by pressing the “Book
Now” button.
7. At this point, you have reached the payment process where you will be asked to fill in the
type (i.e., VISA, MasterCard, etc.), the number, security code, the date of expiration, and the
card- holder’s name of the card to be used. It needs to be mentioned that this is a payment
simulation. Random numbers for the cards etc. it will be considered as a valid input.
Remember to tick the box that confirms acceptance of the terms and conditions of the
EuTravel planner, as it can be easily seen in the figure below.
You have 10 minutes to fill-in the fields in Traveller Information Page and 10 minutes for the
Payment Page. Otherwise, the booking of each segment of the trip will be cancelled and you
will be redirected to the welcome page.

8
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To proceed with the next step and complete the payment, press the “Pay Now” button. The
booking confirmation is now available in the final screen of the planner.
8. The single ticket that you have paid for is now visible and you can send it to your e-mail, print
it or download it in a pdf format by simply clicking the respective buttons in the top right
corner of the planner.
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14 Annex 4: Living Labs Phase II - EuTravel Evaluation Questionnaire
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15 Annex 5: Living Labs Phase II - Testing results
Table 15-1: Additional insights gathered by interviews with EuTravel Forum members and
consortium partners
Navigation
There is a clearly-identified link to the Home page
There is a clear indication of the current location
All major parts of the site are accessible from the
Home page
Useful content is presented on the home page or
within one click of the home page
If necessary, a site map is available
Site structure is simple, with no unnecessary
levels
Navigation areas on the home page are not overformatted and users will not mistake them for
adverts.
If necessary, an easy-to-use Search field is
available
Functionality
No unnecessary plug-ins are used
All functionality is clearly labelled
All necessary functionality is available without
leaving the site
Control
The user can cancel all operations
There is a clear exit point on every page
All graphic links are also available as text links
The site supports the user’s workflow
The design of the home page will encourage
people to explore the site.
All appropriate browsers are supported. Mozilla
Firefox, Chrome, Internet Explorer, on PC and
Android devices, Safari and iOS devices to be
checked.
Language
The language used is simple
Jargon is avoided
Feedback
It is always clear what is happening on the site
Users can receive email feedback if necessary
Users are informed if a plug-in or browser version
is required
Users can give feedback via email or a feedback
form

Always
5
5
5

Compliance
Sometimes

Never

5
7
5
5

7

5
5
5

5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
7
5
7
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All corporate information is grouped in one
distinct area (e.g. "About Us")
The home page is professionally designed and will
create a positive first impression
The home page of the site has a memorable URL
If necessary, online help is available
Consistency
Only one word or term is used to describe any
item
Links match titles of the pages to which they refer
Standard colours are used for links and visited
links
Error prevention and correction
Errors do not occur unnecessarily
Error messages are in plain language
Error messages describe what action is necessary
Error messages provide a clear exit point
Error messages provide contact details for
assistance
Visual clarity
The layout is clear
There is sufficient ‘white space’
Unnecessary animation is avoided
Writing & Content Quality
Text is concise, with no needless instructions or
welcome notes
Pages are quick to scan, with simple headings and
sub-headings and short paragraphs
Each page is clearly labelled with a descriptive and
useful title that makes sense as a bookmark
Trust & Credibility
The content is up-to-date, authoritative and
trustworthy
It is clear that there is a real organisation behind
the site
The site avoids advertisements, especially popups
Each page is clearly branded so that the user
knows he is still in the same site
It is easy to contact someone for assistance and a
reply is received quickly
The site is free of typographic errors and spelling
mistakes
Forms & Data Entry
The site automatically enters field formatting data
There is a clear distinction between “required”
and “optional” fields on forms

5
5
5
7
5
5
5

5
7
7
7
7

5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5
7
5

5
5
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The same form is used for both logging in and
registering
Fields on forms contain hints, examples or model
answers to demonstrate the expected input
With data entry screens, the cursor is placed
where the input is needed
Data formats are clearly indicated for input (e.g.
dates) and output

7
7
5
5
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16 Annex 6: Google Analytics Metrics
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Vulnerabilities By Plugin

42873 (1) - SSL Medium Strength Cipher Suites Supported
Synopsis
The remote service supports the use of medium strength SSL ciphers.

Description
The remote host supports the use of SSL ciphers that offer medium strength encryption. Nessus regards medium
strength as any encryption that uses key lengths at least 64 bits and less than 112 bits, or else that uses the 3DES
encryption suite.
Note that it is considerably easier to circumvent medium strength encryption if the attacker is on the same physical
network.

See Also
https://www.openssl.org/blog/blog/2016/08/24/sweet32/

Solution
Reconfigure the affected application if possible to avoid use of medium strength ciphers.

Risk Factor
Medium

CVSS v3.0 Base Score
5.3 (CVSS:3.0/AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:L/I:N/A:N)

CVSS Base Score
5.0 (CVSS2#AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N)

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2009/11/23, Modification date: 2017/09/01

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/3389)
Here is the list of medium strength SSL ciphers supported by the remote server :
Medium Strength Ciphers (> 64-bit and < 112-bit key, or 3DES)
DES-CBC3-SHA

Kx=RSA

Au=RSA

Enc=3DES-CBC(168)

Mac=SHA1

The fields above are :
{OpenSSL ciphername}
Kx={key exchange}
Au={authentication}
Enc={symmetric encryption method}
Mac={message authentication code}
{export flag}
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51192 (1) - SSL Certificate Cannot Be Trusted
Synopsis
The SSL certificate for this service cannot be trusted.

Description
The server's X.509 certificate cannot be trusted. This situation can occur in three different ways, in which the chain of
trust can be broken, as stated below :
- First, the top of the certificate chain sent by the server might not be descended from a known public certificate
authority. This can occur either when the top of the chain is an unrecognized, self-signed certificate, or when
intermediate certificates are missing that would connect the top of the certificate chain to a known public certificate
authority.
- Second, the certificate chain may contain a certificate that is not valid at the time of the scan. This can occur either
when the scan occurs before one of the certificate's 'notBefore' dates, or after one of the certificate's 'notAfter' dates.
- Third, the certificate chain may contain a signature that either didn't match the certificate's information or could not
be verified. Bad signatures can be fixed by getting the certificate with the bad signature to be re-signed by its issuer.
Signatures that could not be verified are the result of the certificate's issuer using a signing algorithm that Nessus
either does not support or does not recognize.
If the remote host is a public host in production, any break in the chain makes it more difficult for users to verify the
authenticity and identity of the web server. This could make it easier to carry out man-in-the-middle attacks against the
remote host.

See Also
http://www.itu.int/rec/T-REC-X.509/en
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/X.509

Solution
Purchase or generate a proper certificate for this service.

Risk Factor
Medium

CVSS v3.0 Base Score
6.5 (CVSS:3.0/AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:L/I:L/A:N)

CVSS Base Score
6.4 (CVSS2#AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:N)

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2010/12/15, Modification date: 2017/05/18

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/3389)
The following certificate was at the top of the certificate
chain sent by the remote host, but it is signed by an unknown
certificate authority :
|-Subject : CN=eutravel-ebosvm
|-Issuer : CN=eutravel-ebosvm
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57582 (1) - SSL Self-Signed Certificate
Synopsis
The SSL certificate chain for this service ends in an unrecognized self-signed certificate.

Description
The X.509 certificate chain for this service is not signed by a recognized certificate authority. If the remote host is a
public host in production, this nullifies the use of SSL as anyone could establish a man-in-the-middle attack against
the remote host.
Note that this plugin does not check for certificate chains that end in a certificate that is not self-signed, but is signed
by an unrecognized certificate authority.

Solution
Purchase or generate a proper certificate for this service.

Risk Factor
Medium

CVSS Base Score
6.4 (CVSS2#AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:N)

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2012/01/17, Modification date: 2016/12/14

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/3389)
The following certificate was found at the top of the certificate
chain sent by the remote host, but is self-signed and was not
found in the list of known certificate authorities :
|-Subject : CN=eutravel-ebosvm
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94437 (1) - SSL 64-bit Block Size Cipher Suites Supported (SWEET32)
Synopsis
The remote service supports the use of 64-bit block ciphers.

Description
The remote host supports the use of a block cipher with 64-bit blocks in one or more cipher suites. It is, therefore,
affected by a vulnerability, known as SWEET32, due to the use of weak 64-bit block ciphers. A man-in-the-middle
attacker who has sufficient resources can exploit this vulnerability, via a 'birthday' attack, to detect a collision that
leaks the XOR between the fixed secret and a known plaintext, allowing the disclosure of the secret text, such as
secure HTTPS cookies, and possibly resulting in the hijacking of an authenticated session.
Proof-of-concepts have shown that attackers can recover authentication cookies from an HTTPS session in as little as
30 hours.
Note that the ability to send a large number of requests over the same TLS connection between the client and server
is an important requirement for carrying out this attack. If the number of requests allowed for a single connection were
limited, this would mitigate the vulnerability. However, Nessus has not checked for such a mitigation.

See Also
https://sweet32.info
https://www.openssl.org/blog/blog/2016/08/24/sweet32/

Solution
Reconfigure the affected application, if possible, to avoid use of all 64-bit block ciphers. Alternatively, place
limitations on the number of requests that are allowed to be processed over the same TLS connection to mitigate this
vulnerability.

Risk Factor
Medium

CVSS v3.0 Base Score
5.3 (CVSS:3.0/AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:L/I:N/A:N)

CVSS v3.0 Temporal Score
5.1 (CVSS:3.0/E:F/RL:X/RC:X)

CVSS Base Score
5.0 (CVSS2#AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N)

CVSS Temporal Score
4.8 (CVSS2#E:F/RL:ND/RC:ND)

References
BID

92630

BID

92631

CVE

CVE-2016-2183

CVE

CVE-2016-6329

XREF

OSVDB:143387

XREF

OSVDB:143388

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2016/11/01, Modification date: 2017/01/24

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/3389)
List of 64-bit block cipher suites supported by the remote server :
Medium Strength Ciphers (> 64-bit and < 112-bit key, or 3DES)
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DES-CBC3-SHA

Kx=RSA

Au=RSA

Enc=3DES-CBC(168)

Mac=SHA1

The fields above are :
{OpenSSL ciphername}
Kx={key exchange}
Au={authentication}
Enc={symmetric encryption method}
Mac={message authentication code}
{export flag}
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65821 (1) - SSL RC4 Cipher Suites Supported (Bar Mitzvah)
Synopsis
The remote service supports the use of the RC4 cipher.

Description
The remote host supports the use of RC4 in one or more cipher suites.
The RC4 cipher is flawed in its generation of a pseudo-random stream of bytes so that a wide variety of small biases
are introduced into the stream, decreasing its randomness.
If plaintext is repeatedly encrypted (e.g., HTTP cookies), and an attacker is able to obtain many (i.e., tens of millions)
ciphertexts, the attacker may be able to derive the plaintext.

See Also
http://www.nessus.org/u?217a3666
http://cr.yp.to/talks/2013.03.12/slides.pdf
http://www.isg.rhul.ac.uk/tls/
http://www.imperva.com/docs/HII_Attacking_SSL_when_using_RC4.pdf

Solution
Reconfigure the affected application, if possible, to avoid use of RC4 ciphers. Consider using TLS 1.2 with AES-GCM
suites subject to browser and web server support.

Risk Factor
Low

CVSS Base Score
2.6 (CVSS2#AV:N/AC:H/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N)

CVSS Temporal Score
2.2 (CVSS2#E:F/RL:TF/RC:ND)

References
BID

58796

BID

73684

CVE

CVE-2013-2566

CVE

CVE-2015-2808

XREF

OSVDB:91162

XREF

OSVDB:117855

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2013/04/05, Modification date: 2016/12/14

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/3389)
List of RC4 cipher suites supported by the remote server :
High Strength Ciphers (>= 112-bit key)
RC4-MD5
RC4-SHA

Kx=RSA
Kx=RSA

Au=RSA
Au=RSA

Enc=RC4(128)
Enc=RC4(128)

Mac=MD5
Mac=SHA1

The fields above are :
{OpenSSL ciphername}
Kx={key exchange}
Au={authentication}
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Enc={symmetric encryption method}
Mac={message authentication code}
{export flag}
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11219 (2) - Nessus SYN scanner
Synopsis
It is possible to determine which TCP ports are open.

Description
This plugin is a SYN 'half-open' port scanner. It shall be reasonably quick even against a firewalled target.
Note that SYN scans are less intrusive than TCP (full connect) scans against broken services, but they might cause
problems for less robust firewalls and also leave unclosed connections on the remote target, if the network is loaded.

Solution
Protect your target with an IP filter.

Risk Factor
None

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2009/02/04, Modification date: 2017/05/22

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/3389)
Port 3389/tcp was found to be open

52.178.100.20 (tcp/8080)
Port 8080/tcp was found to be open
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10107 (1) - HTTP Server Type and Version
Synopsis
A web server is running on the remote host.

Description
This plugin attempts to determine the type and the version of the remote web server.

Solution
n/a

Risk Factor
None

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2000/01/04, Modification date: 2016/02/19

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/8080)
The remote web server type is :
Microsoft-IIS/10.0
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10287 (1) - Traceroute Information
Synopsis
It was possible to obtain traceroute information.

Description
Makes a traceroute to the remote host.

Solution
n/a

Risk Factor
None

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 1999/11/27, Modification date: 2017/08/22

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (udp/0)
For your information, here is the traceroute from 10.11.3.4 to 52.178.100.20 :
10.11.3.4
10.11.2.1
213.26.207.193
88.52.63.181
80.21.7.24
?
195.22.205.116
195.22.208.117
195.22.196.129
198.206.164.194
104.44.9.254
104.44.5.17
104.44.5.47
104.44.10.63
104.44.10.69
52.178.100.20
Hop Count: 15
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10863 (1) - SSL Certificate Information
Synopsis
This plugin displays the SSL certificate.

Description
This plugin connects to every SSL-related port and attempts to extract and dump the X.509 certificate.

Solution
n/a

Risk Factor
None

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2008/05/19, Modification date: 2015/12/30

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/3389)
Subject Name:
Common Name: eutravel-ebosvm
Issuer Name:
Common Name: eutravel-ebosvm
Serial Number: 3A 5C B0 29 44 BB F5 BA 49 92 FC 5D 3C E9 A0 48
Version: 3
Signature Algorithm: SHA-256 With RSA Encryption
Not Valid Before: Sep 27 06:16:22 2017 GMT
Not Valid After: Mar 29 06:16:22 2018 GMT
Public Key Info:
Algorithm: RSA Encryption
Key Length: 2048 bits
Public Key: 00 D6 B2 99 F1
B3 E0 62 BB C8
FC 64 37 00 D0
C2 60 94 37 52
B7 C5 B7 06 DF
33 E0 DE D7 D8
29 3E FE D6 94
0C BB CB 7C 72
9C 44 99 A9 87
40 D7 D4 5F 34
93 20 32 76 0B
65 53 4D ED 13
25 BE 2C 83 B6
Exponent: 01 00 01

1A
42
C1
F4
4F
62
57
19
CE
40
73
D3
1C

BF
20
3A
45
C6
06
1E
0E
B6
33
9B
3A
60

98
66
A3
F1
1D
63
DE
E1
13
17
06
D5
09

6E
55
09
45
40
61
6D
E1
C8
2D
94
99
E0

51
C3
60
6B
F0
04
E5
21
56
65
06
51
46

Signature Length: 256 bytes / 2048 bits
Signature: 00 BA 97 D4 3A C9 6C 06 AB CC
73 7E A1 2A CB 5D DB E8 FD 86
E5 30 57 A4 94 C4 A4 A8 98 EE
82 D5 70 B0 DE EA 22 D0 C5 FD
96 3A 47 9B 6A DC EE AD 4A 92
65 9A BA 78 79 9E AD AC 5E C1
B6 A0 22 16 C4 2B 4C 7D AC 21
61 B2 5B A4 D0 0A 08 0F 03 EF
62 A4 D2 59 5D D9 3C 40 24 81
14 A8 0D F0 EE 8B [...]

57
CC
30
B1
CA
E4
B6
4E
0A
0E
42
B1
2F

38
CF
55
55
F9
AF
E0
03
21

44
E2
CB
BF
DA
26
9B
59
56
DD
69
D2
2C

F4
B6
24
E3
AE
72
9F
86
55

44
99
D4
59
81
BB
B6
E8
F6
D6
4B
D7
43

E8
30
9E
03
3B
3E
30
C7
7E

21
25
C3
DC
5E
8D
2B
D4
C2
3B
15
64
49

AA
E4
69
C9
B3
E4
1A
7D
FB

5E
AB
1E
2B
BE
7C
3F
3A
B2
9B
23
66
2B

4B
6B
8A
87
1D
9F
23
B8
E6

0E
7A
B7
99
E5
EF
F9
0F
5C
9C
A4
A5
F1

5A
8A
8C
EC
7E
24
7F
E8
7B

72
0A
2E
07
C8
C5
7D
83
3C
0E
4F
F5
A1

18
81
45
E1
FC
BC
3E
3C
A7

AD
4E
7A
67
17
10
39
CC
27
50
88
9D

F5
A2
D9
77
CE
A7
6E
2E
07

C7
6C
DA
79
C9
9B
2E
23
C5
7E
45
F8

E2
82
48
AD
75
DE
36
F3
D3

C4
1F
54
E0
43
35
C2
E4
A4
1A
4E
E8

DB
03
D5
21
EE
BD
65
31
09
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10940 (1) - Windows Terminal Services Enabled
Synopsis
The remote Windows host has Terminal Services enabled.

Description
Terminal Services allows a Windows user to remotely obtain a graphical login (and therefore act as a local user on the
remote host).
If an attacker gains a valid login and password, this service could be used to gain further access on the remote host.
An attacker may also use this service to mount a dictionary attack against the remote host to try to log in remotely.
Note that RDP (the Remote Desktop Protocol) is vulnerable to Man-in-the-middle attacks, making it easy for attackers
to steal the credentials of legitimate users by impersonating the Windows server.

Solution
Disable Terminal Services if you do not use it, and do not allow this service to run across the Internet.

Risk Factor
None

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2002/04/20, Modification date: 2017/08/07

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/3389)
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11936 (1) - OS Identification
Synopsis
It is possible to guess the remote operating system.

Description
Using a combination of remote probes (e.g., TCP/IP, SMB, HTTP, NTP, SNMP, etc.), it is possible to guess the name
of the remote operating system in use. It is also possible sometimes to guess the version of the operating system.

Solution
n/a

Risk Factor
None

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2003/12/09, Modification date: 2017/08/29

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/0)
Remote operating system : Microsoft Windows 10
Confidence level : 75
Method : HTTP

The remote host is running Microsoft Windows 10
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19506 (1) - Nessus Scan Information
Synopsis
This plugin displays information about the Nessus scan.

Description
This plugin displays, for each tested host, information about the scan itself :
- The version of the plugin set.
- The type of scanner (Nessus or Nessus Home).
- The version of the Nessus Engine.
- The port scanner(s) used.
- The port range scanned.
- Whether credentialed or third-party patch management checks are possible.
- The date of the scan.
- The duration of the scan.
- The number of hosts scanned in parallel.
- The number of checks done in parallel.

Solution
n/a

Risk Factor
None

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2005/08/26, Modification date: 2017/05/22

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/0)
Information about this scan :
Nessus version : 6.11.1
Plugin feed version : 201710232115
Scanner edition used : Nessus
Scan type : Normal
Scan policy used : 20171024_EUTravel
Scanner IP : 10.11.3.4
Port scanner(s) : nessus_syn_scanner
Port range : 1-65535
Thorough tests : no
Experimental tests : no
Paranoia level : 1
Report verbosity : 1
Safe checks : yes
Optimize the test : yes
Credentialed checks : no
Patch management checks : None
CGI scanning : enabled
Web application tests : enabled
Web app tests - Test mode : single
Web app tests - Try all HTTP methods : yes
Web app tests - Maximum run time : 5 minutes.
Web app tests - Stop at first flaw : CGI
Max hosts : 5
Max checks : 5
Recv timeout : 5
Backports : None
Allow post-scan editing: Yes
Scan Start Date : 2017/10/24 15:16
Scan duration : 756 sec
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21643 (1) - SSL Cipher Suites Supported
Synopsis
The remote service encrypts communications using SSL.

Description
This plugin detects which SSL ciphers are supported by the remote service for encrypting communications.

See Also
https://www.openssl.org/docs/man1.1.0/apps/ciphers.html
http://www.nessus.org/u?3a040ada

Solution
n/a

Risk Factor
None

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2006/06/05, Modification date: 2017/09/01

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/3389)
Here is the list of SSL ciphers supported by the remote server :
Each group is reported per SSL Version.
SSL Version : TLSv12
Medium Strength Ciphers (> 64-bit and < 112-bit key, or 3DES)
DES-CBC3-SHA

Kx=RSA

Au=RSA

Enc=3DES-CBC(168)

Mac=SHA1

High Strength Ciphers (>= 112-bit key)
DHE-RSA-AES128-SHA256
DHE-RSA-AES256-SHA384
ECDHE-RSA-AES128-SHA256
ECDHE-RSA-AES256-SHA384
RSA-AES128-SHA256
RSA-AES256-SHA384
DHE-RSA-AES128-SHA
DHE-RSA-AES256-SHA
ECDHE-RSA-AES128-SHA
ECDHE-RSA-AES256-SHA
AES128-SHA
AES256-SHA
RC4-MD5
RC4-SHA
ECDHE-RSA-AES128-SHA256
ECDHE-RSA-AES256-SHA384
RSA-AES128-SHA256
RSA-AES256-SHA256

Kx=DH
Kx=DH
Kx=ECDH
Kx=ECDH
Kx=RSA
Kx=RSA
Kx=DH
Kx=DH
Kx=ECDH
Kx=ECDH
Kx=RSA
Kx=RSA
Kx=RSA
Kx=RSA
Kx=ECDH
Kx=ECDH
Kx=RSA
Kx=RSA

Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA

Enc=AES-GCM(128)
Enc=AES-GCM(256)
Enc=AES-GCM(128)
Enc=AES-GCM(256)
Enc=AES-GCM(128)
Enc=AES-GCM(256)
Enc=AES-CBC(128)
Enc=AES-CBC(256)
Enc=AES-CBC(128)
Enc=AES-CBC(256)
Enc=AES-CBC(128)
Enc=AES-CBC(256)
Enc=RC4(128)
Enc=RC4(128)
Enc=AES-CBC(128)
Enc=AES-CBC(256)
Enc=AES-CBC(128)
[...]

Mac=SHA256
Mac=SHA384
Mac=SHA256
Mac=SHA384
Mac=SHA256
Mac=SHA384
Mac=SHA1
Mac=SHA1
Mac=SHA1
Mac=SHA1
Mac=SHA1
Mac=SHA1
Mac=MD5
Mac=SHA1
Mac=SHA256
Mac=SHA384
Mac=SHA256
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22964 (1) - Service Detection
Synopsis
The remote service could be identified.

Description
Nessus was able to identify the remote service by its banner or by looking at the error message it sends when it
receives an HTTP request.

Solution
n/a

Risk Factor
None

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2007/08/19, Modification date: 2017/07/07

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/8080)
A web server is running on this port.
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24260 (1) - HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) Information
Synopsis
Some information about the remote HTTP configuration can be extracted.

Description
This test gives some information about the remote HTTP protocol - the version used, whether HTTP Keep-Alive and
HTTP pipelining are enabled, etc...
This test is informational only and does not denote any security problem.

Solution
n/a

Risk Factor
None

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2007/01/30, Modification date: 2011/05/31

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/8080)
Protocol version : HTTP/1.1
SSL : no
Keep-Alive : no
Options allowed : OPTIONS, TRACE, GET, HEAD, POST
Headers :
Content-Type: text/html
Last-Modified: Sat, 30 Sep 2017 07:32:24 GMT
Accept-Ranges: bytes
ETag: "b4757542be39d31:0"
Server: Microsoft-IIS/10.0
X-Powered-By: ASP.NET
Date: Tue, 24 Oct 2017 13:28:05 GMT
Content-Length: 703
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25220 (1) - TCP/IP Timestamps Supported
Synopsis
The remote service implements TCP timestamps.

Description
The remote host implements TCP timestamps, as defined by RFC1323. A side effect of this feature is that the uptime
of the remote host can sometimes be computed.

See Also
http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc1323.txt

Solution
n/a

Risk Factor
None

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2007/05/16, Modification date: 2011/03/20

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/0)
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43111 (1) - HTTP Methods Allowed (per directory)
Synopsis
This plugin determines which HTTP methods are allowed on various CGI directories.

Description
By calling the OPTIONS method, it is possible to determine which HTTP methods are allowed on each directory.
As this list may be incomplete, the plugin also tests - if 'Thorough tests' are enabled or 'Enable web applications tests'
is set to 'yes'
in the scan policy - various known HTTP methods on each directory and considers them as unsupported if it receives
a response code of 400, 403, 405, or 501.
Note that the plugin output is only informational and does not necessarily indicate the presence of any security
vulnerabilities.

Solution
n/a

Risk Factor
None

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2009/12/10, Modification date: 2013/05/09

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/8080)
Based on the response to an OPTIONS request :
- HTTP methods

GET

HEAD

POST

TRACE OPTIONS are allowed on :

/

Based on tests of each method :
- HTTP methods ACL BASELINE-CONTROL BCOPY BDELETE BMOVE BPROPFIND
BPROPPATCH CHECKIN CHECKOUT CONNECT DEBUG GET HEAD INDEX LABEL
MERGE MKACTIVITY MKWORKSPACE NOTIFY OPTIONS ORDERPATCH PATCH POLL
POST REPORT RPC_IN_DATA RPC_OUT_DATA SEARCH SUBSCRIBE UNCHECKOUT
UNSUBSCRIBE UPDATE VERSION-CONTROL X-MS-ENUMATTS are allowed on :
/
- Invalid/unknown HTTP methods are allowed on :
/
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45590 (1) - Common Platform Enumeration (CPE)
Synopsis
It was possible to enumerate CPE names that matched on the remote system.

Description
By using information obtained from a Nessus scan, this plugin reports CPE (Common Platform Enumeration) matches
for various hardware and software products found on a host.
Note that if an official CPE is not available for the product, this plugin computes the best possible CPE based on the
information available from the scan.

See Also
http://cpe.mitre.org/
https://nvd.nist.gov/products/cpe

Solution
n/a

Risk Factor
None

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2010/04/21, Modification date: 2017/06/06

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/0)
The remote operating system matched the following CPE :
cpe:/o:microsoft:windows_10
Following application CPE matched on the remote system :
cpe:/a:microsoft:iis:10.0
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49704 (1) - External URLs
Synopsis
Links to external sites were gathered.

Description
Nessus gathered HREF links to external sites by crawling the remote web server.

Solution
n/a

Risk Factor
None

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2010/10/04, Modification date: 2011/08/19

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/8080)
1 external URL was gathered on this web server :
URL...
- Seen on...
http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=66138&clcid=0x409 - /
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50344 (1) - Missing or Permissive Content-Security-Policy HTTP Response Header
Synopsis
The remote web server does not take steps to mitigate a class of web application vulnerabilities.

Description
The remote web server in some responses sets a permissive Content-Security-Policy (CSP) response header or does
not set one at all.
The CSP header has been proposed by the W3C Web Application Security Working Group as a way to mitigate crosssite scripting and clickjacking attacks.

See Also
http://content-security-policy.com/
https://www.w3.org/TR/CSP2/

Solution
Set a properly configured Content-Security-Policy header for all requested resources.

Risk Factor
None

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2010/10/26, Modification date: 2016/04/14

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/8080)
The following pages do not set a Content-Security-Policy response header or set a permissive
policy:
- http://52.178.100.20:8080/
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50345 (1) - Missing or Permissive X-Frame-Options HTTP Response Header
Synopsis
The remote web server does not take steps to mitigate a class of web application vulnerabilities.

Description
The remote web server in some responses sets a permissive X-Frame-Options response header or does not set one
at all.
The X-Frame-Options header has been proposed by Microsoft as a way to mitigate clickjacking attacks and is
currently supported by all major browser vendors

See Also
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clickjacking
http://www.nessus.org/u?399b1f56

Solution
Set a properly configured X-Frame-Options header for all requested resources.

Risk Factor
None

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2010/10/26, Modification date: 2017/05/16

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/8080)
The following pages do not set a X-Frame-Options response header or set a permissive policy:
- http://52.178.100.20:8080/
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51891 (1) - SSL Session Resume Supported
Synopsis
The remote host allows resuming SSL sessions.

Description
This script detects whether a host allows resuming SSL sessions by performing a full SSL handshake to receive a
session ID, and then reconnecting with the previously used session ID. If the server accepts the session ID in the
second connection, the server maintains a cache of sessions that can be resumed.

Solution
n/a

Risk Factor
None

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2011/02/07, Modification date: 2013/10/18

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/3389)
This port supports resuming TLSv1 sessions.
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54615 (1) - Device Type
Synopsis
It is possible to guess the remote device type.

Description
Based on the remote operating system, it is possible to determine what the remote system type is (eg: a printer,
router, general-purpose computer, etc).

Solution
n/a

Risk Factor
None

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2011/05/23, Modification date: 2011/05/23

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/0)
Remote device type : general-purpose
Confidence level : 75
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56984 (1) - SSL / TLS Versions Supported
Synopsis
The remote service encrypts communications.

Description
This plugin detects which SSL and TLS versions are supported by the remote service for encrypting communications.

Solution
n/a

Risk Factor
None

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2011/12/01, Modification date: 2017/06/15

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/3389)
This port supports TLSv1.0/TLSv1.1/TLSv1.2.
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57041 (1) - SSL Perfect Forward Secrecy Cipher Suites Supported
Synopsis
The remote service supports the use of SSL Perfect Forward Secrecy ciphers, which maintain confidentiality even if
the key is stolen.

Description
The remote host supports the use of SSL ciphers that offer Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) encryption. These cipher
suites ensure that recorded SSL traffic cannot be broken at a future date if the server's private key is compromised.

See Also
http://www.openssl.org/docs/apps/ciphers.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diffie-Hellman_key_exchange
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perfect_forward_secrecy

Solution
n/a

Risk Factor
None

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2011/12/07, Modification date: 2017/06/12

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/3389)
Here is the list of SSL PFS ciphers supported by the remote server :
High Strength Ciphers (>= 112-bit key)
DHE-RSA-AES128-SHA256
DHE-RSA-AES256-SHA384
ECDHE-RSA-AES128-SHA256
ECDHE-RSA-AES256-SHA384
DHE-RSA-AES128-SHA
DHE-RSA-AES256-SHA
ECDHE-RSA-AES128-SHA
ECDHE-RSA-AES256-SHA
ECDHE-RSA-AES128-SHA256
ECDHE-RSA-AES256-SHA384

Kx=DH
Kx=DH
Kx=ECDH
Kx=ECDH
Kx=DH
Kx=DH
Kx=ECDH
Kx=ECDH
Kx=ECDH
Kx=ECDH

Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA

Enc=AES-GCM(128)
Enc=AES-GCM(256)
Enc=AES-GCM(128)
Enc=AES-GCM(256)
Enc=AES-CBC(128)
Enc=AES-CBC(256)
Enc=AES-CBC(128)
Enc=AES-CBC(256)
Enc=AES-CBC(128)
Enc=AES-CBC(256)

Mac=SHA256
Mac=SHA384
Mac=SHA256
Mac=SHA384
Mac=SHA1
Mac=SHA1
Mac=SHA1
Mac=SHA1
Mac=SHA256
Mac=SHA384

The fields above are :
{OpenSSL ciphername}
Kx={key exchange}
Au={authentication}
Enc={symmetric encryption method}
Mac={message authentication code}
{export flag}
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64814 (1) - Terminal Services Use SSL/TLS
Synopsis
The remote Terminal Services use SSL/TLS.

Description
The remote Terminal Services is configured to use SSL/TLS.

Solution
n/a

Risk Factor
None

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2013/02/22, Modification date: 2017/06/15

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/3389)
Subject Name:
Common Name: eutravel-ebosvm
Issuer Name:
Common Name: eutravel-ebosvm
Serial Number: 3A 5C B0 29 44 BB F5 BA 49 92 FC 5D 3C E9 A0 48
Version: 3
Signature Algorithm: SHA-256 With RSA Encryption
Not Valid Before: Sep 27 06:16:22 2017 GMT
Not Valid After: Mar 29 06:16:22 2018 GMT
Public Key Info:
Algorithm: RSA Encryption
Key Length: 2048 bits
Public Key: 00 D6 B2 99 F1
B3 E0 62 BB C8
FC 64 37 00 D0
C2 60 94 37 52
B7 C5 B7 06 DF
33 E0 DE D7 D8
29 3E FE D6 94
0C BB CB 7C 72
9C 44 99 A9 87
40 D7 D4 5F 34
93 20 32 76 0B
65 53 4D ED 13
25 BE 2C 83 B6
Exponent: 01 00 01

1A
42
C1
F4
4F
62
57
19
CE
40
73
D3
1C

BF
20
3A
45
C6
06
1E
0E
B6
33
9B
3A
60

98
66
A3
F1
1D
63
DE
E1
13
17
06
D5
09

6E
55
09
45
40
61
6D
E1
C8
2D
94
99
E0

51
C3
60
6B
F0
04
E5
21
56
65
06
51
46

Signature Length: 256 bytes / 2048 bits
Signature: 00 BA 97 D4 3A C9 6C 06 AB CC
73 7E A1 2A CB 5D DB E8 FD 86
E5 30 57 A4 94 C4 A4 A8 98 EE
82 D5 70 B0 DE EA 22 D0 C5 FD
96 3A 47 9B 6A DC EE AD 4A 92
65 9A BA 78 79 9E AD AC 5E C1
B6 A0 22 16 C4 2B 4C 7D AC 21
61 B2 5B A4 D0 0A 08 0F 03 EF
62 A4 D2 59 5D D9 3C 40 24 81
14 A8 0D F0 EE 8B [...]

57
CC
30
B1
CA
E4
B6
4E
0A
0E
42
B1
2F

38
CF
55
55
F9
AF
E0
03
21

44
E2
CB
BF
DA
26
9B
59
56
DD
69
D2
2C

F4
B6
24
E3
AE
72
9F
86
55

44
99
D4
59
81
BB
B6
E8
F6
D6
4B
D7
43

E8
30
9E
03
3B
3E
30
C7
7E

21
25
C3
DC
5E
8D
2B
D4
C2
3B
15
64
49

AA
E4
69
C9
B3
E4
1A
7D
FB

5E
AB
1E
2B
BE
7C
3F
3A
B2
9B
23
66
2B

4B
6B
8A
87
1D
9F
23
B8
E6

0E
7A
B7
99
E5
EF
F9
0F
5C
9C
A4
A5
F1

5A
8A
8C
EC
7E
24
7F
E8
7B

72
0A
2E
07
C8
C5
7D
83
3C
0E
4F
F5
A1

18
81
45
E1
FC
BC
3E
3C
A7

AD
4E
7A
67
17
10
39
CC
27
50
88
9D

F5
A2
D9
77
CE
A7
6E
2E
07

C7
6C
DA
79
C9
9B
2E
23
C5
7E
45
F8

E2
82
48
AD
75
DE
36
F3
D3

C4
1F
54
E0
43
35
C2
E4
A4
1A
4E
E8

DB
03
D5
21
EE
BD
65
31
09
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70544 (1) - SSL Cipher Block Chaining Cipher Suites Supported
Synopsis
The remote service supports the use of SSL Cipher Block Chaining ciphers, which combine previous blocks with
subsequent ones.

Description
The remote host supports the use of SSL ciphers that operate in Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode. These cipher
suites offer additional security over Electronic Codebook (ECB) mode, but have the potential to leak information if
used improperly.

See Also
http://www.openssl.org/docs/apps/ciphers.html
http://www.nessus.org/u?cc4a822a
http://www.openssl.org/~bodo/tls-cbc.txt

Solution
n/a

Risk Factor
None

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2013/10/22, Modification date: 2013/10/22

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/3389)
Here is the list of SSL CBC ciphers supported by the remote server :
Medium Strength Ciphers (> 64-bit and < 112-bit key, or 3DES)
DES-CBC3-SHA

Kx=RSA

Au=RSA

Enc=3DES-CBC(168)

Mac=SHA1

Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA
Au=RSA

Enc=AES-CBC(128)
Enc=AES-CBC(256)
Enc=AES-CBC(128)
Enc=AES-CBC(256)
Enc=AES-CBC(128)
Enc=AES-CBC(256)
Enc=AES-CBC(128)
Enc=AES-CBC(256)
Enc=AES-CBC(128)
Enc=AES-CBC(256)

Mac=SHA1
Mac=SHA1
Mac=SHA1
Mac=SHA1
Mac=SHA1
Mac=SHA1
Mac=SHA256
Mac=SHA384
Mac=SHA256
Mac=SHA256

High Strength Ciphers (>= 112-bit key)
DHE-RSA-AES128-SHA
DHE-RSA-AES256-SHA
ECDHE-RSA-AES128-SHA
ECDHE-RSA-AES256-SHA
AES128-SHA
AES256-SHA
ECDHE-RSA-AES128-SHA256
ECDHE-RSA-AES256-SHA384
RSA-AES128-SHA256
RSA-AES256-SHA256

Kx=DH
Kx=DH
Kx=ECDH
Kx=ECDH
Kx=RSA
Kx=RSA
Kx=ECDH
Kx=ECDH
Kx=RSA
Kx=RSA

The fields above are :
{OpenSSL ciphername}
Kx={key exchange}
Au={authentication}
Enc={symmetric encryption method}
Mac={message authentication code}
{export flag}
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91815 (1) - Web Application Sitemap
Synopsis
The remote web server hosts linkable content that can be crawled by Nessus.

Description
The remote web server contains linkable content that can be used to gather information about a target.

See Also
http://www.nessus.org/u?5496c8d9

Solution
n/a

Risk Factor
None

Plugin Information:
Publication date: 2016/06/24, Modification date: 2016/06/24

Hosts
52.178.100.20 (tcp/8080)
The following sitemap was created from crawling linkable content on the target host :
- http://52.178.100.20:8080/
Attached is a copy of the sitemap file.
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EuTravel Planer Functionality
(version March 2018)
The EuTravel portal “Welcome Page” (Figure 1) is the first page displayed to the traveller when accessing
this URL http://www.eutravelportal.eu/. This is the first step for the traveller to start planning his/her
trip as a registered user (by registering and logging into the EuTravel portal) or even as a guest (without
having an account or being logged into the portal).

Figure 1: EuTravel Portal - Home Page
At the top of the “Welcome Page”, there is the main menu of the entire portal which consists of the
following dropdown lists:
x
x
x
x
x

Plan Information: Links to Baggage, Special Assistance and other plan information (Figure 2)
Help: Links to About, Blog, and access to Chat Bot (Figure 3)
General Terms & Conditions: Links to Privacy Policy, Cookies Policy, Price and Payment and
other general terms and conditions information (Figures 4 and 5)
Passenger Rights: Information about Air, Rail, Ship and Bus passenger rights (Figure 6)
Account: Links to login or subscribe to the portal (Figure 7)

x
x
x

Contact Us: Links to contact the portal’s administrator (As soon as the message is sent to a
predefined email address (eutravel@inlecom.com) a confirmation message is presented to the
screen) (Figures 8 and 9) or subscribe to the news.
Language Selection: Choose the preferred portal language from a list with predefined
languages (English, Greek, French, Italian and Spanish) (Figure 10)
Currency Selection: Choose the preferred portal currency from a list with predefined
currencies (Euro, US Dollar and UK Pound) (Figure 11)

Figure 2: EuTravel Portal - Plan Information

Figure 3: EuTravel Portal - Help

Figure 4: EuTravel Portal - General Terms & Conditions

Figure 5: EuTravel Portal - General Terms & Conditions – Privacy Policy

Figure 6: EuTravel Portal - Passenger Rights

Figure 7: EuTravel Portal - Account

Figure 8: EuTravel Portal – Contact Us

Figure 9: EuTravel Portal – Contact Form

Figure 10: EuTravel Portal - Language Selection

Figure 11: EuTravel Portal - Currency Selection
In order to log into the portal, the traveller needs to register first. To register, the traveller has to access
the Registration Page and complete his account information (e.g. Name, Email, Password, etc.) as shown
in the Figure 12 below, in order to create his own custom profile. After submitting the request, the below
verification procedure is followed:
x
x
x

A verification note will be presented to the registration form (Figure 13)
An email with a verification link will be send to the travellers’ personal email address (Figure 14)
The traveller will verify his email by clicking on the verification link and will then be automatically
redirected to the portal where a verification message appears. (Figure 15)

Figure 12: EuTravel Portal – User Registration 1/2

Figure 13: EuTravel Portal – User Registration 2/2

Figure 14: EuTravel Portal – Registration Verification Email

Figure 15: EuTravel Portal – Registration Verified
Through the “Sign-In Page” the traveller can provide his credentials (Email and Password) in order to
login to his account. Alternatively, the traveller can login using existing login information from a social
networking service like Facebook, as shown in the Figure 16.

Figure 16: EuTravel Portal – Login
After login to the portal, the traveller can navigate to the account menu in order to access his profile,
booking, notifications or even sign-out from the portal, as shown in Figure 17 below.

Figure 17: EuTravel Portal – Account Menu
In order to create his own custom profile the traveler can access (through account menu) the “My Profile
Page”. The user profile is divided into five major sections where he can provide the following information:

x

Personal Information: The traveller is able to add personal information such as full name, gender,
birth date, phone number, address, passport number, etc. (Figure 18). This user-specific
information is used for booking, ticketing as well as statistical purposes.

Figure 18: EuTravel Portal – Profile – Personal Information
x

Family Members: The traveller is able to add family members by providing information such as
full name, birth date, and family relationship (Figure 19). This information is used for booking and
ticketing processes.

Figure 19: EuTravel Portal – Profile – Family Members

x

Account: the traveller is able to change the email and password for accessing the portal (Figure
20).

Figure 20: EuTravel Portal – Profile – Account
x

Preferences: Under this section, the traveller will be able to pre-define some parameters, filters
and ordering options in order to get personalized results. These are listed below and also
presented in Figure 21.
o Travel duration: Order based on the total duration time of the trip (shortest, longest)
o Price: Set the price order of the results (lowest, highest)
o Distance: Order based on the total distance of means of transport that are used for the
entire trip (shortest, longest)
o Special Assistance: Define the kind of assistance that the traveller might need during
the trip (pregnancy, blind, deaf, and wheelchair).
o Carbon emission: If the traveller enables the carbon emission option, then the portal will
return solutions that have low carbon emission.
o Max Displayed Solutions: Define the number of maximum returned solutions to be
displayed.

Figure 21: EuTravel Portal – Profile – Preferences

x

Multimodal: the traveller can define the minimum connection/waiting time for each transport
mean in relation to other transport means. An explanatory description is also available in the
bottom of the page in order to be clear to the user what needs to be selected here. For example,
as presented in Figure 22, the defined minimum waiting time:
o Between two flights is 2 hours.
o Between a flight and a train is 1 hours.
o Between a flight and a ferry is 2 hours.
o Between a flight and a bus is 1 hours.
o Between two trains is 1 hour.
o Between two ferries is 2 hours.
o Between two buses is 1 hour.

Figure 22: EuTravel Portal – Profile – Multimodal
Regarding other (more advanced) preferences, such as travel type (Economy, Business, First Class etc.) an
additional modeling is required.
The traveller, after having identified his preferences (as described above), is now ready to plan his trip by
accessing the EuTravel portal “Welcome Page” and fill-in the appropriate fields. So, the traveller fills-in the
departure location (London Eye, London, UK), departure date (09 March 2018), destination location
(Barcelona, Spain), return back date (16 March 2018) and the number of adults which is set to 2. It is
important to mention that the search is not only restricted to airport locations, but it can also include any
other address the traveler wants.
The Planer has the auto-fill property where it automatically fills-in the country of the selected place, e.g.
“London Eye London, London, UK” for “London Eye”. The Planer can also provide travel options for a range
of dates, before and after the selected by the traveller date. The traveller can also plan a family trip by
choosing the number of infants, children or adults of the family. All the above, are presented in Figure 23

below. The following figure (24) presents the loading message that appears when the traveller chooses the
“Plan” button, until the results are provided by the Super API in order to be displayed.

Figure 23: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning - Search

Figure 24: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning – Loading
As soon as the provided by the Super API data are received, the portal redirects the traveller to the Planer’s
main page where the appropriate information for the selected arrival and destination is presented, as
shown in the Figure 25 below. As Figure 25 presents, the Planer page is divided into two parts. The left
part presents the travel options, and the right part designs an interactive map with signs for the start and

the end cities of your trip.

Figure 25: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning – Planer
Based on the left part of the Figure 25 above, the user trip has two (2) legs since it’s a two-way trip. The
first one is the “London Eye, London, UK” -> “Barcelona, Spain” and the second one is the return trip,
“Barcelona, Spain” -> “London Eye, London, UK”. The map part can be expanded and presented in a full
screen, as shown in Figure 26 below.

Figure 26: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning – Planer Map
Another feature of the Planer is the option allowing the traveller to add intermediate locations between
the origin and destination locations. That means the departure and arrival location (that have been

identified in the initial trip planning) cannot be changed at the planning page. Also, the departure date of
the intermediate location cannot be earlier than the departure date of the initial trip departure location.
At the same concept, the arrival date of the intermediate location cannot be later than the arrival date to
the initial trip arrival location. In our case, the traveller adds Paris as an intermediate location with a
departure date the 10th of March 2018, as shown in the Figure 27 below.

Figure 27: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning – Planer – Add Intermediate Location 1/2
After loading the new information, the Planer is reloaded accordingly, with the intermediate location
information to be presented. As shown in Figure 28 below, the (updated) planer presents the three (3)
legs trip.

Figure 28: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning – Planer – Add Intermediate Location 2/2
At the same concept, the Planer gives the option to the traveller to remove a leg from the trip by pressing
the red “X” button at the top right corner of each leg “box” (highlighted in Figure 29 below). As presented
in the Figure 30 below, confirmation is required from the traveller in order to proceed with the deletion
of the specific leg. After the traveller confirms the deletion of the specific leg (in our case the “Paris,
London -> Barcelona, Spain”), the Planer will be reloaded once more with the updated information (Figure
31).

Figure 29: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning – Planer – Delete Intermediate Location 1/3

Figure 30: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning – Planer – Delete Intermediate Location 2/3

Figure 31: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning – Planer – Delete Intermediate Location 3/3
For the next step, the traveller can choose the preferred travel option for each leg from all the available
options. Additional details about the selection of the travel option from “London Eye, London, UK” to
“Barcelona, Spain” can be found below. In Figure 32 below, by clicking on “TRAVEL OPTIONS (482) the box
will be expanded vertically and it will list all the available travel options, based on traveller’s preferences.
Each line represents a different travel option, as shown below, and has information about Price, Travel
modes (flight, train, and ferry) and the appropriate Company logo, Departure Date and Time, Total travel
duration and CO2 emissions. The traveller can select a travel option from the list with the available options
by selecting the check-box at the left of each line.

“TRAVEL OPTIONS (520)” means that there are 520 different travel solutions available (with different
travel mode combinations) to travel from “London Eye, London, UK” to “Barcelona, Spain”.
By choosing “Load More” button, more travel option will be automatically loaded to the Planer, based on
traveller’s preferences.

Figure 32: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning – Planer – Travel Options
Apart from the available information for each travel option, the Planer gives the opportunity to the
traveller to filter the provided results and exclude specific modes by just clicking on the appropriate icon.

Except from the filtering options, the Planer can also provide filtering options (for Price, Total travel
duration, CO2 emissions) and sorting options (for Price (Highest), Price (Lowest), Duration (Longest),
Duration (Shortest), Departure (Latest), Departure (Earliest), Eco-friendly, Non Eco-friendly).

Figure 33: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning – Planer – Travel Options – Filtering ½
As presented in Figure 34 below, from the available travel options those including a train mode, are
excluded. Also, the price of the travel options is filtered in order to meet a specific range and sorted to
show the cheapest flights first.

Figure 34: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning – Planer – Travel Options – Filtering 2/2
Now, for each travel option, the traveller can visualize more information by clicking on it and expand an
information box, as shown in the Figure 35 below. As soon as the travel option is expanded, this is also
designed on the map. The expanded information box provides more detailed information about this travel
option, including the first mile segment to the Departure location, the actual travel (with different modes,
flights-trains-ferries) and the last mile segment from the Arrival location.
It should be noted that current implementation refers to first and last mile segments as “Urban
Departure” and “Urban Arrival” but could also cover rural areas. It is suggested that in commercial travel
planners these terms are replaced with ‘First Mile’ and ‘Last Mile’ respectively, in order to be inclusive of
urban, suburban and rural areas. These travel options are non-bookable and non-pre-payable in the
current EuTravel implementation (this is highlighted and made clear to the end user and information is
grouped in a blue box). More information is available by expanding the group box. These segments might
include walking, local bus, etc., and some travel options might be pre-bookable and pre-payable

(depending on the local operators). The integration of such services/APIs is explored in the MaaS4EU
project, building on current infrastructural components of the solution.

Figure 35: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning – Planer – Travel Options – Selection 1/4
By clicking on “More Details” more information about this travel choice will be shown, such as the
provider, flight number, CO2 emissions and departure time, as shown in the Figure 36 below.

Figure 36: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning – Planer – Travel Options – Selection 2/4
The same applies for the “Urban Departure” and “Urban Arrival” where the traveller can click on “More
Details” and receive more urban information (bus, walking, etc.). This information is also designed in the
map, as shown in the Figure 37 below.

Figure 37: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning – Planer – Travel Options – Selection 3/4
After closing the “Travel Options” expandable box, the Planer presents the selected information within
the leg box. As presented in Figure 38, a travel option has already been selected for both legs. The entire
trip is also designed in the map, with different colour for each leg.

Figure 38: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning – Planer – Travel Options – Selection 4/4
By pressing the “Summary” button, the Planer provides the traveller with the entire itinerary trip
selections (Figure 39) along with the total price, in order to be sure that his selections are correct before
proceeding to final booking.

Figure 39: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning – Planer – Selected Itinerary Summary
After the traveller selects the preferred travel options, he can then continue with the Traveller
Information phase (Figure 40) by clicking on the “Continue” button. In case the traveller is logged in to the
portal, then some of his personal information will be loaded automatically (Name, Surname, Email, and
Phone Number) whereas some other will have to be provided (Title, Phone Number). In case the user is
not logged in to the portal, then he needs to provide all the above information.
Assuming that the traveller is logged into the portal, he can automatically add the second traveller from
the list with the “Family Member” (as previously described and shown in Figure 19 – Preferences) as
shown in Figures 41 and 42 below.

Figure 40: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning –Traveller Information

Figure 41: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning –Traveller Information - Add Traveller Member 1/2

Figure 42: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning –Traveller Information - Add Traveller Member 2/2
The traveller can always return to the initial page of the Planer (in order to perform any changes on the
planning of his trip) by clicking the image in the bottom right of the screen, as displayed in Figure 43. This
option is available in the entire portal (even in a user profile page). So, after clicking, the Planer page is
presented, and the selected travel options are automatically loaded along with the trip design in the map
(Figure 44) based on the initial selections of the traveller.

Figure 43: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning – Traveller Information – Back To Planer 1/2

Figure 44: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning – Traveller Information – Back To Planer 2/2
Moving once more in the “Traveller Information” page, the traveller can visualize the entire itinerary with
the trip (modes, trip duration, first and last mile information, etc.) and pricing information. This is
presented in the following figure:

Figure 45: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning – Traveller Information & Chosen Itinerary
After completing the contact and traveller information in the “Traveller Information” page, the traveller,
can proceed with the payment and booking of his trip, by pressing the “Book Now” button. The “Payment”
page is loaded (Figure 46).
At this point, the traveller reaches the “Payment” page where (as part of the payment process) he needs
to fill-in information related to the card to be used for the payment (card type, card number, security
code, expiration date, and the card holder’s name). It needs to be mentioned here that the payment
process is simulated. This means no actual payment will be performed and the card number is random in
order for the process to be completed. In addition, it is mandatory for the traveller to confirm the

acceptance of the terms and conditions of the EUTravel by checking the appropriate check-box at the
bottom of the page. This is mandatory in order to complete the payment.
Another important note here is that the traveller has 10 minutes to fill in the fields in “Traveller
Information” page and another 10 minutes for the “Payment” page. If he does so, he can successfully
book each segment of the trip. Otherwise, the booking of the trip will be cancelled and the traveller will
be redirected to the welcome page.

Figure 46: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning – Payment
To proceed with the next step and complete the payment, the traveller needs to press the “Pay Now”
button. If he does so, the “Booking Confirmation” page (Figure 47) will be loaded. This is the final screen
of the Planer where the single ticket that the traveller has paid for can be now visualized. This ticket has
a unique ticket and booking reference number for the entire trip, along with a unique matrix barcode (QR
Code). Furthermore, the ticket includes traveller’s information as well as the itinerary summary. The ticket
can be send via an e-mail, printed or ever downloaded in a pdf format by simply clicking the respective
buttons in the top right corner of the page.

Figure 47: EuTravel Portal – Trip Planning – Booking Confirmation
After completing the trip planning, the traveller can rate the overall EUTravel portal by pressing the
message that appears in the top right corner of the page which is presented in a blue box as shown in the
figure 48. Then, a pop-up form appears (Figure 49) which gives the option to the traveller to rate the portal
(star 1 to 5) and provide his feedback to the EUTravel team.

Figure 48: EuTravel Portal – Rating 1/2

Figure 49: EuTravel Portal - Rating 2/2
Part of the security that the EUTravel portal provides to the traveller is the alerting and trip rescheduling/re-planning functionality. When different conditions occur (weather, technical, etc.) that have
an impact on specific flight and travel dates, the following procedures are followed in order to provide
the traveller the option to change and re-plan the specific leg of his trip with no extra fee.
In this scenario the traveller has already booked his trip from “London Eye, London, UK” to “Barcelona,
Spain” and back (as previously described). Two days before the trip starts, and more specific in the 7th of
March, the traveller receives an alert via an email (Figure 50) which informs him that his scheduled flight
from “Lisbon Airport” to “London City Airport” (at the 16th of March) has been canceled due to an
unexpected technical issue of the aircraft, and that the traveller needs to re-plan by choosing another
travel option for the specific leg.

Figure 50: EuTravel Portal – Rescheduling – Email Alert
Within the email, a URL is also provided to the traveller. By clicking on this URL, the traveller is
automatically redirected and logged in to the EuTravel Planer. The EuTravel Planer automatically loads
the chosen itinerary and gives the option to the traveller to re-plan his trip by choosing an alternative
travel option from a list with all the available travel options for the affected leg. The rest of the legs cannot
be changed.
As presented in Figure 51 below, the initial travel option (the one that includes the canceled flight) appears
as disabled. Furthermore, all the travel options that contains the specific (canceled) flight were
automatically excluded from the list with the available travel options. This gives the opportunity to the
traveller to identify exactly which is the problematic travel option and be able to choose a similar one as
an alternative.

Figure 51: EuTravel Portal – Rescheduling – Planer
As soon as the traveller chooses an alternative travel option the appropriate information is loaded on the
map and the traveller can proceed to the booking of the itinerary (as already described above). At the rescheduling scenario, the trip re-planning process does not require an extra fee, that’s why the payment
step is skipped.
The above described alerting and re-scheduling/re-planning process, can be applied in different scenarios
in which the alert might be send to the traveller before the departure, or during the trip.

Alerts affecting a trip
When different conditions occurred (weather, technical, etc.) that impacts specific flight and travel dates,
the following procedures are following (in two different scenarios) in order the traveller to be able to
change and re-plan his trip with no extra fee.

Scenario 1: Alert before the departure
In this scenario the traveller has already booked his one-way trip from Berlin to London. According to this
plan, the chosen flight departs from the “Berlin Schönefeld” Airport on the 1st of June 2018 at 08:05 and
arrives at the “London City” Airport on the same day at 09:50.
On the 28th of May 2018 the traveller receives an alert via an email which informs him that his scheduled
flight has been canceled due to an unexpected technical issue of the aircraft and that he needs to re-plan
(choose another flight). Within the email, a URL is also provided to the traveller. By clicking on this URL,
The traveller is automatically redirected and logged in to the EuTravel planner. The EuTravel planner
automatically loads the chosen itinerary (“Berlin Schönefeld” to “London City” Airport) and gives the
option to the traveller to re-plan his trip by choosing an alternative flight from a list with all the available
travel options.
As soon as the traveller choose an alternative travel option, then the appropriate information is loaded
on the map and the traveller can proceed to the booking of this itinerary. At this scenario, the trip replanning process does not require an extra fee, that’s why the payment step is skipped.

Scenario 2: Alert during the flight
In this scenario the traveller has already booked his round trip from Barcelona to London, with an
intermediate stop to Netherlands. According to this plan, there are two itineraries with two legs each one.
Regarding the first itinerary, for the first leg (Barcelona to Netherlands) the chosen flight departs from the
“Barcelona El Prat” Airport on the 1st of May 2018 at 20:40 and arrives at the “Netherlands Schiphol”
Airport on the same day at 22:55. For the second leg (Netherlands to London) the chosen flight departs
from the “Netherlands Schiphol” Airport on the day after (2nd of May 2018) at 08:05 and arrives at the
“London City” Airport on the same day at 09:15.
The return back itinerary has also 2 legs; from “London City” to “Netherlands Schiphol” Airport and
“Netherlands Schiphol” to “Barcelona El Prat” Airport.
On the 1st of May 2018 at 23:15 (just after arriving to “Netherlands Schiphol” Airport) the traveller receives
an alert via an email which informs him that his next scheduled flight (Netherlands to London) has been
canceled due to an unexpected technical issue of the aircraft and that he needs to re-plan (choose another
flight). Within the email, a URL is also provided to the traveller. By clicking on this URL, The traveller is
automatically redirected and logged in to the EuTravel planner. The EuTravel planner automatically loads
all the itineraries of the trip (including the returning back) and gives the option to the traveller to re-plan
only the affected itinerary (Netherlands to London), by choosing an alternative flight from a list with all
the available travel options.

As soon as the traveller choose an alternative travel option, then the appropriate information is loaded
on the map and the traveller can proceed to the booking of this itinerary. At this scenario, the trip replanning process does not require an extra fee, that’s why the payment step is skipped.

